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"... Think i n g of these f l o c k s , and a t s t i l l f u r t h e r remove I 
noted t h a t my great namesake of Selborne d e f i n e d 15 September i n h i s 
N a t u r a l i s t s ' Calendar w i t h the few words: ' I v y f l . , S t a r l i n g s 
congregate.' And so they d i d . The S t a r l i n g s and f e l t s were 
a l r e a d y i n t h e i r congregations, and as Rooks were, thus causing many 
s h o r t - s i g h t e d shooters to wonder i f the second of them were not 
coveys of P a r t r i d g e s . But note the verb he used. S t a r l i n g s 
'congregate'. One could be s t r u c k i n t o a kind of muse, t h i n k i n g 
t h a t S t a r l i n g s have been upon the f a c e of the e a r t h longer than man 
has been, and wondering what k i n d of y e a r l y b u s i n e s s i s t r a n s a c t e d 
a t these moots, so much more a n c i e n t than the witangemoot from which 
we t r a c e our dying human par l i a m e n t s 
From 'The Goshawk' by T. H. White 
( i ) 
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ABSTRACT 
T h i s s t u d y s e t o u t t o i n v p s t i g p t e the r o o s t i n g b e h a v i o u r o f t h e 
S t a r l i n g a t r u r a l r o o s t s and i n p a r t i c u l a r t o examine t h e mechanisms o f 
r o o s t i n g . I t was hoped t h a t i n s i g h t s i n t o the f u n c t i o n and s e l e c t i v e 
advantage o f the s o c i a l r o o s t i n g h a b i t would be g a i n e d t h r o u g h an under-
s t a n d i n g o f the mechanics of r o o s t e n t r y and d e p a r t u r e . 
E s t i m a t e s o f t h e s i z e o f major w i n t e r r o o s t s were o b t a i n e d r e g u l a r l y , 
liandom samples o f b i r d s were s h o t , f r o m w i t h i n one r o o s t , i n o r d e r t o 
d e t e r m i n e t h e age, sex and o r i g i n o f the r o o s t i n g p o p u l a t i o n . Emphasis 
was p l a c e d on the measurement o f the l i g h t regime t o g e t h e r w i t h the 
o b s e r v a t i o n and t i m i n g o f r o o s t e n t r y and d i s p e r s a l . M u l t i v a r i a t e 
a n a l y s i s was used t o i n v e s t i g a t e the v a r i a t i o n o f s e v e r a l a s p e c t s o f 
r o o s t i n g b e h a v i o u r w i t h r e s p e c t t o e n v i r o n m e n t a l f a c t o r s . 
S mall S t a r l i n g r o o s t s , o c c u p i e d d u r i n g t h e e a r l y autumn, amalgamated 
t o f o r m m a j o r r o o s t s , w h i c h s e r v e d l a r g e catchments, t h r o u g h o u t t h e w i n t e r . 
A t t h a t t i m e o f year t h e r e s i d e n t p o p u l a t i o n was s w o l l e n by the a r r i v a l o f 
C o n t i n e n t a l b i r d s . These C o n t i n e n t a l s c o n s t i t u t e d 50fo o f a l l b i r d s s h o t 
a t t h e one r o o s t examined and the sample c o n t a i n e d f e w e r males than d i d 
t h e sample o f B r i t i s h b i r d s . The p a t t e r n o f r o o s t e n t r y v a r i e d a c c o r d i n g 
t o l i g h t and weather c o n d i t i o n s . The t i m e o f e n t r y a l s o v a r i e d , b e i n g 
l a t e r r e l a t i v e t o c i v i l t w i l i g h t i n t h e m i d d l e o f t h e w i n t e r . D e p a r t u r e 
f r o m the r o o s t i n t h e m o r n i n g was e a r l i e r when d a y l e n g t h was s h o r t e r . 
Horeover, d e p a r t u r e waves were l e s s numerous and o f s m a l l e r t o t a l d u r a t i o n 
a t t h a t t i m e o f y e a r . 
The v a r i o u s hypotheses on communal r o o s t f u n c t i o n s have been examined 
i n t h e l i g h t o f t h e i n f o r m a t i o n g a i n e d d u r i n g t h i s s t u d y . The mechanism 
o f wave d i s p e r s a l , f r o m the communal r o o s t s o f S t a r l i n g s , does o f f e r t h e 
o p p o r t u n i t y f o r rooL-ts t o a c t as " i n f o r m a t i o n c e n t r e s " f o r f o o d f i n d i n g . 
( i v ) 
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SECTION ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
A. THE BACKGROUND 
Epinas (1878) was one of the f i r s t to suggest t h a t f e e d ing 
aggregations, through an i n c r e a s e d a b i l i t y to p e r c e i v e and escape 
danger, were an adaptation to i n c r e a s e s e c u r i t y . Hurton (1968) found 
tha t s o l i t a r y Wood Pigeons (Columba palumbus) spent more time looking 
around than f l o c k b i r d s . He i n t e r p r e t e d t h i s f i n d i n g a s i n d i v i d u a l s 
looking f o r c o n s p e c i f i c s . Lazarus (1972) has questioned t h i s i n t e r -
p r e t a t i o n s i n c e i n f l o c k s of White-fronted Geese (Anser a l b i f r o n s ) , 
c o n t a i n i n g between 100 and 300 b i r d s , i n d i v i d u a l s i n the l a r g e r f l o c k s 
s t i l l spent l e s s time a l e r t . I n such l a r g e f l o c k s i t does not seem 
l i k e l y t h a t b i r d s are looking f o r c o n s p e c i f i c s , s i n c e they a r e 
surrounded by so many. Powell (1974) found that the amount of time 
i n d i v i d u a l European S t a r l i n g s ( s t u r n u s v u l g a r i s ) , subsequently r e f e r r e d 
to simply as S t a r l i n g s , were v i g i l a n t d e c l i n e d as f l o c k s i z e i n c r e a s e d . 
Although each i n d i v i d u a l b i r d i n the f l o c k had more time i n which to 
feed ( o r c a r r y out other a c t i v i t i e s ) , the f l o c k a s a whole was quic k e r 
to d e t e c t and r e a c t to danger. 
Two important consequences of f l o c k i n g a r e thus t h a t : ( l ) more 
time i s a v a i l a b l e f o r n o n - a l e r t a c t i v i t i e s and (2) f l o c k s can detect 
and r e a c t to dangers more r a p i d l y than i n d i v i d u a l s . Moreover, s e v e r a l 
mathematical models (e.g. Hamilton 1971) have suggested that the 
d e t e c t i o n of prey by a predator i s l e s s l i k e l y i f the prey a r e i n f l o c k s . 
The advantage of grouping i n c r e a s e s as the p r o b a b i l i t y of an i n d i v i d u a l 
being detected i n c r e a s e s . Even once a f l o c k has been detected, i t i s 
s t i l l advantageous to remain c l o s e l y grouped s i n c e clumps a r e more 
d i f f i c u l t to a t t a c k (Lack 1954, Crook 1960, Hamilton 1 9 7 l ) . 
Given t h a t , i n terms of reduced predator r i s k , forming aggregations 
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has such advantages, i t i s s u r p r i s i n g t h a t a l l s p e c i e s do not group s 
I n r e c e n t y e a r s , i n c r e a s i n g favour has been p l a c e d on the idea t h a t 
s o c i a l i t y has evolved as a s t r a t e g y f o r e x p l o i t i n g food r e s o u r c e s , 
s i n c e d i s p e r s i o n systems are more divergent than one would expect 
s o l e l y on the grounds of p r e d a t i o n (Crook 1965, Lack 1968). Hurton 
( l 9 7 l ) has pointed out t h a t being i n a f l o c k can i n f l u e n c e the food 
s e l e c t i o n of i n d i v i d u a l Wood Pigeons and t h e r e f o r e the i n d i v i d u a l s 
f e e d i n g e f f i c i e n c y . Krebs, HacRoberts and C u l l e n (1972.) have shown 
ex p e r i m e n t a l l y t h a t Great T i t s (Parus major) i n f l o c k s feed more 
e f f i c i e n t l y than i n d i v i d u a l s ; Kruuk (1972) and S c h a l l e r (1972) s t a t e 
t h a t groups of predatory mammals are more e f f e c t i v e i n c a t c h i n g prey 
than i n d i v i d u a l s . Murton t h e r e f o r e t a l k s of food being the "primary" 
reason f o r f l o c k i n g , but L a z a r u s ( l 9 7 2 ) r i g h t l y p o i n t s out t h a t t h i s i s 
a s i m p l i s t i c view and t h a t both f a c t o r s a re undoubtedly important. 
P r e d a t i o n i s a u n i f y i n g f o r c e a l l the time, but the f a c t animals do not 
always aggregate does not mean that i t i s l e s s important than feeding 
e f f i c i e n c y , which as a s e l e c t i o n p r e s s u r e , could a c t to promote or 
discourage f l o c k i n g . 
The d i s p e r s i o n p a t t e r n , and prey response of food items, may mean 
t h a t aggregations are incompatible w i t h p r o f i t a b l e f e e d i n g . For example, 
Goss-Custard (1970) has suggested t h a t l i m i c o l i n e waders, which r e l y on 
t a c t i l e c l u e s to o b t a i n t h e i r food, can feed at high d e n s i t i e s s i n c e 
having other b i r d s nearby does not a l t e r the d e n s i t y of a v a i l a b l e prey, 
or the b i r d s a b i l i t y to respond to cues. I n " s i g h t " f e e d e r s , however, 
not only could the prey response to high d e n s i t i e s of predator cause a 
r e d u c t i o n i n a v a i l a b l e prey, but the mere presence of other b i r d s could 
i n t e r f e r e with an i n d i v i d u a l ' s response to cues. Both "touch" and 
" s i g h t " feeders form l a r g e f l o c k s a t high t i d e r o o s t s when the f e e d i n g 
disadvantages to the " s i g h t " f e e d e r s no longer operate. 
Much of the s p e c u l a t i o n concerning the gregarious h a b i t has 
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centred on aggregation one step removed from the food source J t.hpt i s 
to say, e i t h e r a t communal breeding or r o o s t i n g s i t e s . At f i r s t i t 
was argued t h a t breeding c o l o n i e s were s o l e l y an adaptation to reduce 
pre d a t i o n s i n c e no d i r e c t l i n k between these gatherings and feeding-
s t r a t e g i e s could be seen. I t was emphasised t h a t the remarkable 
synchrony w i t h i n the breeding colony was an adaptation to ensure breed-
ing a t the " c o r r e c t " time and a l s o to swamp predation (Ward 1 9 7 2 ) . 
One advantage of f l o c k i n g , with r e s p e c t to predation, i s t h a t 
f l o c k s are more d i f f i c u l t to l o c a t e than evenly d i s p e r s e d i n d i v i d u a l s 
(Hamilton 1 9 7 l ) . T h i s of course assumes t h a t f l o c k s of prey a r e 
mobile; i f they a r e s t a t i c f o r long p e r i o d s of time, a s a r e breeding 
c o l o n i e s of n e c e s s i t y and many communal r o o s t s by choice, then one of 
the main advantages of grouping would seem to be l o s t . The predator 
would always know where to f i n d some of i t s prey and clumping would be 
a p o s i t i v e disadvantage. 
Crook (1965) and Lack ( 1968) both have pointed out t h a t , w i t h only 
one or two exceptions, b i r d s which f e e d i n f l o c k s tend to breed i n 
c o l o n i e s . They suggest t h a t s o c i a l i t y has evolved as a s t r a t e g y f o r 
e x p l o i t i n g food r e s o u r c e s which are s p a t i a l l y and t e m p o r a r i l y d i s -
continuous. Such an e x p l a n a t i o n does, however, r e q u i r e the breeding 
colony to have a p o s i t i v e i n f l u e n c e on food f i n d i n g . 
S e v e r a l p o s s i b l e advantages of b i r d s adopting the communal, as 
opposed to s o l i t a r y r o o s t i n g h a b i t , have been suggested. Kalambach 
(1932), Rowan (1938) and B e l v i n g t ( l 9 6 l ) considered temperature to be 
an important f a c t o r i n S t a r l i n g s . Both choice of r o o s t s i t e , and the 
c l u s t e r i n g together of animals, s e r v e s to reduce heat l o s s by r a d i a t i o n 
and convection. Some s p e c i e s , such a s the Tiren (Troglodytes t r o g l o d y t e s ) 
and the Tree Creeper ( C e r t h i a f a m i l i a r i s ) (Armstrong 1955> L o h r l 1955), 
c l u s t e r together to ro o s t i n c a v i t i e s d uring the w i n t e r and t h i s i s 
almost c e r t a i n l y an adaptation to reduce heat l o s s . 
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Kany s p e c i e s which fend i n f l o c k s P1.RO roost cnmraunally* Fogden 
(1970) has shown, f o r c e r t a i n s p e c i e s of b i r d found i n the Sarawak r a i n 
f o r e s t , that those s p e c i e s which feed i n f l o c k s a l s o r o o s t s o c i a l l y . 
Those s p e c i e s feeding s o l i t a r i l y , on an evenly d i s p e r s e d food supply, 
r o o s t s i n g l y . S i n c e predation and s h e l t e r present a somewhat u n i t a r y 
s e l e c t i o n pressure on d i s p e r s i o n , a l l s p e c i e s might have been expected 
to r o o s t communally. 
The c l o s e c o r r e l a t i o n of f e e d i n g and roosting- d i s p e r s i o n s seems 
to i n d i c a t e t h a t r o o s t i n g might a l s o have evolved as a s t r a t e g y f o r 
e x p l o i t i n g food r e s o u r c e s . Again i t r e q u i r e s some p o s i t i v e i n f l u e n c e 
of behaviour a t the r o o s t with the subsequent l o c a t i o n of food. 
VJard and Zahavi (1973) have suggested a mechanism by which 
i n d i v i d u a l s a t a breeding or r o o s t i n g aggregation c o u l d d e r i v e inform-
a t i o n on the d i s t r i b u t i o n of food. I n d i v i d u a l s which know the l o c a t i o n 
of s u i t a b l e patches of food w i l l l e a v e the aggregation p u r p o s e f u l l y . 
I n d i v i d u a l s which do not know the l o c a t i o n of s u i t a b l e food w i l l hang 
back. They w i l l see the d i r e c t i o n i n which s u c c e s s f u l i n d i v i d u a l s 
depart and w i l l i n conseo xuence follow, thus l o c a t i n g food. As the 
s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of a patchy food changes, so the need to change 
d i r e c t i o n to new feeding grounds w i l l be produced. Evidence f o r the 
information c e n t r e hypothesis i s mainly anecdotal or i n d i r e c t and much 
f u r t h e r work i s needed i n i t s confirmation or d i s c r e d i t . 
Krebs ( l 9 7 4 ) t r i e d to t e s t t h i s hypothesis as d i r e c t l y as p o s s i b l e 
a t a breeding colony of the Great Blue Heron ( i r d e a h e r o d i a s ) . His 
f i n d i n g s do not c o n t r a d i c t VJard and Zahavi's theory, but n e i t h e r do they 
g i v e i t much p o s i t i v e support. He s t a t e s t h a t neighbours i n the colony 
are more l i k e l y to be found f e e d i n g i n the 3ame a r e a than one might 
expect and t h a t departures from the colony occur i n clumps. The f a c t 
t h a t harons are a t t r a c t e d to other herons on the fe e d i n g grounds, and 
th a t feeding s u c c e s s i n c r e a s e d with i n c r e a s i n g f l o c k s i z e , could 
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f u n c t i o n to enhance the e x p l o i t a t i o n of an apharnoral food supply without 
r e q u i r i n g c o l o n i a l n e s t i n g . 
I n Great B r i t a i n the S t a r l i n g i s probably the s p e c i e s with the most 
h i g h l y developed s o c i a l r o o s t i n g h a b i t . Not only are i t s r o o s t s 
extremely l a r g e , but the pre- and p o s t - r o o s t i n g behaviour i s h i g h l y 
developed and shows many ada p t a t i o n s . The S t a r l i n g t h e r e f o r e seems the 
most l o g i c a l s p e c i e s to study i n order to answer fundamental questions 
on the f u n c t i o n and mechanics of communal r o o s t i n g . 
B. THE STARLING AND THE SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 
The S t a r l i n g breeds i n most of Europe except f o r Spain, southwest 
Prance and western Greece, where i t i s r e p l a c e d by the S p o t l e s s S t a r l i n g 
( S . u n i c o l o r ) . I n B r i t a i n , southern and western Europe, the S t a r l i n g 
p o p ulation i s predominantly r e s i d e n t . B i r d s breeding i n Scandinavia, 
northern and e a s t e r n Europe do however move south and west to w i n t e r 
(Goodacre 1959). At t h i s time the S t a r l i n g population i n t h i s country 
reaches an estimated 37 m i l l i o n b i r d s , about f i v e times the breeding 
population ( P o t t s 1967). 
During the l a s t century the S t a r l i n g was regarded as an uncommon 
s p e c i e s i n much of Great B r i t a i n . Both Harvie-Brown (1895) and D'urban 
and Mathew (1895) r e c o r d i t as a r a r e s p e c i e s , and l a r g e l y unknown as a 
breeder, i n S c o t l a n d and Devon r e s p e c t i v e l y . S i m i l a r l y , i n much of 
Wales the S t a r l i n g was uncommon and regarded as a w i n t e r v i s i t o r 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of snow and col d weather (Davies 1949). S i n c e then i t 
has not only extended i t s range northwards and westwards,but has a l s o 
c o l o n i s e d much of North America, a f t e r i t s i n i t i a l r e l e a s e i n C e n t r a l 
Park, New York i n 1897. 
I t has been suggested t h a t the major f a c t o r c o n t r i b u t i n g to the 
r i s e of the S t a r l i n g p o pulation i s the i n c r e a s i n g number of b i r d s 
w i n t e r i n g on t h e i r breeding grounds or between t h e i r breeding grounds 
and t h e i r previous w i n t e r i n g a r e a s . Some, but not a l l , f i r s t summer 
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female S t a r l i n g s a r e capable of b r e e d i n g w h i l s t f eu E«les of t h i s age 
are p h y s i o l o g i c a l l y a b l e to breed. Experiments have shown th a t 
i n c r e a s e d proportions of male and female S t a r l i n g s breed i n t h e i r f i r s t 
summer and t h a t b i r d s more than two y e a r s o l d show s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
premature gonadal c y c l e i f migration f a i l s to take p l a c e . The r e d u c t i o n 
4.n the l e v e l and extent of migration i n the S t a r l i n g over the p a s t 
century has t h e r e f o r e , i t i s claimed, r e s u l t e d i n an e a r l y i n c r e a s e d 
number of breeding f i r s t y e a r b i r d s and second broods i n o l d e r b i r d s 
( B e r t h o l d 1 9 6 8 ) . Coulson ( 1960 ) was unable to demonstrate any 
s i g n i f i c a n t s h i f t i n the a d u l t m o r t a l i t y r a t e between 1926 and 1952 . 
I t t h e r e f o r e seems l i k e l y t h a t the i n c r e a s e d breeding p o t e n t i a l of 
r e s i d e n t populations could have c o n t r i b u t e d to the i n c r e a s e d population 
d e n s i t y and d i s t r i b u t i o n of the S t a r l i n g i n both Europe and America. 
S t a r l i n g s may nest s o l i t a r i l y , but more commonly form s m a l l loose 
c o l o n i e s of from 2 to 10 p a i r s (iCessel 1 9 5 7 ) . Nests are u s u a l l y 
s i t u a t e d i n h o l e s or c r e v i c e s . The f i r s t c l u t c h i s l a i d i n e a r l y A p r i l 
and contains from four to seven p a l e blue or white eggs. T h i s i s 
u s u a l l y f o l l o w e d by a second s m a l l e r c l u t c h i n l a t e Kay (Dunnet 1 9 5 5 ) . 
The S t a r l i n g i s predominantly an i n s e c t i v o r e and i t s b i l l i s w e l l 
adapted to probing the ground f o r prey. Punnet ( 1955 ) found t h a t , 
during the breeding season, over 80/o of the food obtained by S t a r l i n g s 
c o n s i s t e d of " l e a t h e r j a c k e t s " (the l a r v a e of T i p u l i d a e ) . When i n s e c t s 
became d i f f i c u l t to obtain i n the autumn, when lavae had hatched, or 
during the w i n t e r , when snow cover or f r o s t s could reduce prey 
a v a i l a b i l i t y , a l t e r n a t i v e foods such a s g r a i n were turned to (Dunnet 
1 9 5 6 ) . The M i n i s t r y of A g r i c u l t u r e (Anon 1966) conclude t h a t , i n terms 
of the food eaten, the S t a r l i n g i s of net b e n e f i t to a g r i c u l t u r e , but 
can cause l o c a l damage during the summer to f r u i t crops such as c h e r r i e s . 
To date most d e s c r i p t i o n s of r o o s t i n g i n the S t a r l i n g a r e of an 
anecdotal nature. I t i s not u n t i l observations have been p l a c e d on a 
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q u a n t i t a t i v e b a s i s t h a t b e h a v i o u r a l v a r i a t i o n can be a s s e s s e d and comment 
made on the s e l e c t i v e advantage of s o c i a l r o o s t i n g . This study could 
have hoped to shed only a l i t t l e l i g h t on the more fundamental questions 
but was intended to d e s c r i b e , i n q u a l i t a t i v e and q u a n t i t a t i v e terms., the 
p a t t e r n of r o o s t i n g behaviour i n the S t a r l i n g and to i n v e s t i g a t e some of 
the f a c t o r s i n f l u e n c i n g i t s v a r i a t i o n . The f o l l o w i n g b r i e f review of 
the l i t e r a t u r e on the r o o s t i n g behaviour of the S t a r l i n g aims to i d e n t i f y 
the gaps i n our present knowledge and to o u t l i n e the aims of t h i s study. 
I-Iuch of the e a r l y work on S t a r l i n g r o o s t s was c a r r i e d out by 
Harpies (1934). During the wint e r of 1932-33 he organised a survey of 
the S t a r l i n g r o o s t s of Great B r i t a i n . L o c a l observers were asked to 
complete a q u e s t i o n n a i r e as to the s i z e , l o c a t i o n and pe r i o d of 
occupation of r o o s t s used by S t a r l i n g s t h a t winter. A t o t a l of 285 
r o o s t s , each c o n t a i n i n g more than 500 S t a r l i n g s , were reported. A l l 
r o o s t s , except f o r f i v e , were s i t u a t e d i n a r e a s below the 183m. contour. 
Many of the roost s i t e s had been used i n pre v i o u s y e a r s ; 107 had been 
occupied f o r more than ten ye a r s and some had been i n e x i s t e n c e , with 
only minor breaks, f o r as long as 100 y e a r s . Season v a r i a t i o n s were 
apparent i n the ro o s t s i t e s chosen by S t a r l i n g s . Reed beds and d e c i d -
uous t r e e s were favoured during the autumn, but were u s u a l l y deserted 
fo r evergreen shrubs or coniferous t r e e s i n the w i n t e r months. 
The r o o s t i n g together of l a r g e numbers of S t a r l i n g s i n s h e l t e r e d 
woodlands ( o f t e n c o n i f e r s ) can r e s u l t i n damage to timber, which i s often 
being grown f o r commercial reasons. The l a y e r s of droppings which form 
are high i n n i t r o g e n and can r e s u l t i n a r e d u c t i o n i n the q u a l i t y of 
timber and the growth r a t e s of t r e e s , a s w e l l as s c o r c h i n g v e g e t a t i o n 
and smothering ground cover. The sheer weight of numbers of b i r d s 
perching can a l s o damage branches and d i s t o r t f u t u r e growth. To a v o i d 
damage attempts a r e f r e q u e n t l y made to d i s r u p t r o o s t s . The methods 
employed are often expensive and to be s u c c e s s f u l . n e e d to be c a r r i e d 
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out over a long period of time (Srough 1969). 
S e v e r a l s p e c i e s of b i r d , i n c l u d i n g the S t a r l i n g , normally f l y 
from d i s t a n t feeding grounds to t h e i r r o o s t s i n s t r a i g h t l i n e s 
(i-larples 1 9 3 2 ) . T h i s enables r o o s t i n g s i t e s to be r e a d i l y l o c a t e d 
and the catchment ar e a which they s e r v e to be defined (Wynne-Edwards 
1929 and 1 9 3 1 ) . 
Symonds (1965) made r e g u l a r counts of a S t a r l i n g r o o s t a t Felpham, 
Sussex, over t h r e e w i n t e r s . His data i n d i c a t e that the roo3t was 
occupied from September through to A p r i l , with peak numbers present 
between December and February. P o t t s (1967) g i v e s the seasonal 
v a r i a t i o n i n s i z e of eight urban r o o s t s . F i v e (Birmingham, B r i s t o l , 
Newcastle, L i v e r p o o l and Kanchester) conform to the p a t t e r n found by 
Symonds. Three (London, Dublin and H u d d e r s f i e l d ) ? however, contained 
most b i r d s i n the e a r l y autumn and then d e c l i n e d p r o g r e s s i v e l y over the 
w i n t e r period. The i n c r e a s e d number of b i r d s a t r o o s t s during the 
w i n t e r probably r e s u l t s from the a r r i v a l of C o n t i n e n t a l b i r d s from 
Scandinavia and e a s t e r n Europe from autumn onwards. A p o s s i b l e reason 
f o r the d i f f e r e n c e between the London r o o s t and the others can be found 
i n the r e s u l t s of Cramp, P a r r i n d e r and R i c h a r d s (1957). On the b a s i s 
of r i n g i n g r e t u r n s they concluded t h a t London r o o s t s did not c o n t a i n 
l a r g e numbers of C o n t i n e n t a l b i r d s . 
I t i s not c l e a r to what extent C o n t i n e n t a l S t a r l i n g s use the same 
r u r a l r o o s t s as r e s i d e n t S t a r l i n g s and i f seasonal changes i n roost s i z e 
could be e x p l a i n e d s o l e l y i n terms of r e p r o d u c t i o n and immigration. 
Moreover, s i n c e Marples data on changes of r o o s t l o c a t i o n were derived 
from q u e s t i o n n a i r e s , t h e y might i n p a r t be due to observer b i a s . There 
was a c l e a r need f o r the r o o s t i n g a c t i v i t i e s of S t a r l i n g s to be followed 
throughout the y e a r i n one a r e a . 
D e l v i n g t ( 1963) d e s c r i b e d the stepwise p r o g r e s s i o n of S t a r l i n g s from 
t h e i r feeding grounds to t h e i r r o o s t s . He s t a t e d t h a t i n i t i a l l y 
S t a r l i n g s congregated i n small f l o c k s near t h e i r feeding a r e a s . They 
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then moved along r e g u l a r f l i g h t l i n e e , stopping r.t second?ry rnd 
t e r t i a r y g a t h e r i n g p o i n t s along the way where they were joined by other 
f l o c k s . F i n a l l y S t a r l i n g s assemble i n t o l a r g e f l o c k s or preassemblages 
near to the r o o s t before a c t u a l l y e n t e r i n g the roost (V.'ynne-Edwards 1929, 
Eastwood, I s t e d and R i d e r 1960). Davis and Lussenhop (1970) provided 
data on the l i g h t l e v e l s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h d i f f e r e n t s t a g e s i n the 
S t a r l i n g s ' p r o g r e s s i o n towards the r o o s t . Although l i g h t was not 
c l e a r l y c o r r e l a t e d with a r r i v a l at the roost, a f u n c t i o n of l i g h t and 
time di d cause b i r d s to stop feeding and begin to move towards the r o o s t . 
Preassembled f l o c k s often perform e r r a t i c f l i g h t s near to the roost 
and VJynne-lIldwards (1962) b e l i e v e d t h a t these were of an e p i d e i c t i c nature 
and s t i m u l a t e d the adjustment of population l e v e l s . T i a r d and Zahavi 
(1973), however, advocate t h a t these d i s p l a y s serve to a d v e r t i s e the 
p r e c i s e l o c a t i o n of r o o s t s . 
Symonds ( l 9 6 l ) s t u d i e d some t h i r t y r o o s t s i n S h r o p s h i r e over an 
e i g h t y e a r p e r i o d and was able to c l a s s i f y them i n terms of f i n a l e n t r y 
behaviour and s i z e . At r o o s t s c o n t a i n i n g l e s s than 20,000 b i r d s , entry 
was made immediately on a r r i v a l ; s m a l l f l o c k s and groups dropping 
d i r e c t l y i n t o the r o o s t i n g cover. I n r o o s t s exceeding 20,000 b i r d s , but 
c o n t a i n i n g l e s s than 250,000, S t a r l i n g s preassembled n e a r l y u n t i l around 
sunset when they entered by what Symonds c a l l e d a "to and f r o " method. 
Roost s i t e s s e r v i n g more than 250,000 S t a r l i n g s were entered from the 
preassembly p o i n t s by a continuous stream of b i r d s . 
Although many e a r l i e r workers i n v e s t i g a t e d the e f f e c t of s i n g l e 
environmental f a c t o r s on r o o s t entry none were abl e to demonstrate s i g -
n i f i c a n t r e l a t i o n s h i p s . I t was decided to i n v e s t i g a t e t h i s problem 
f u r t h e r using a m u l t i v a r i a t e approach. I n a d d i t i o n , d i f f e r e n c e s i n 
v a r i o u s aspects of a r r i v a l behaviour a t the preassembly p o i n t s and on 
entry to the r o o s t were examined. S i n c e there i s no p u b l i s h e d 
i n f o r m a t i o n on the behaviour of S t a r l i n g s w i t h i n a r o o s t , an attempt was 
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made to d e s c r i b e c e r t a i n b e h a v i o u r a l a s p e c t s of r o o s t i n g i n the S t a r l i n g . 
To date l i t t l e q u a n t i t a t i v e work ha3 been c a r r i e d out i n the morning 
d i s p e r s a l of b i r d s from t h e i r communal r o o s t s . "Jynne-Edv/ards ( l 9 3 l ) and 
Boyd (1932) were the f i r s t to s t a t e t h a t S t a r l i n g s l e a v e t h e i r r o o s t s i n 
d i s c r e t e groups or departures; s e v e r a l departures going to form the 
complete exodus. Using radar, E l d e r (1957) and Ligda (1958) were able to 
note point echoes which expanded to form an annular " r i n g of p e a r l s " and 
to a s s o c i a t e these " r i n g a n g e l s " with the morning exodus of S t a r l i n g s and 
Red-winged B l a c k b i r d s ( A n g e l a i u s phoeniceus). 
Attempts to c o r r e l a t e the time of d i s p e r s a l with environmental 
f a c t o r s have only met with l i m i t e d s u c c e s s . Eastwood, I s t e d and R i d e r 
(1962) were a b l e to e x p l a i n 21/? of the v a r i a t i o n i n the time of expansion 
of the f i r s t departure wave i n terms of cloudcover. They were of the 
opinion t h a t l i g h t i n t e n s i t y measurements would have been a b e t t e r 
c o r r e l a t e but were unable to o b t a i n t h i s information. VJynne-Edwards 
(1962) b e l i e v e d t h a t each departure was a p e r s i s t e n t s o c i a l u n i t . He 
i n v e s t i g a t e d the timing' mechanism governing departures and concluded t h a t 
i t was a compromise between a l i g h t i n t e n s i t y t r i g g e r and a p h y s i o l o g i c a l 
rhythm. The v a r i a t i o n i n the s i z e of departures and t h e i r temporal 
spacing has p r e v i o u s l y r e c e i v e d l i t t l e a t t e n t i o n and t h i s study was 
expanded to study the v a r i a t i o n of these phenomena w i t h r e s p e c t to 
environmental f a c t o r s , using a m u l t i v a r i a t e approach to t h e i r a n a l y s i s . 
T h i s study s e t s out to f i l l some of the gaps i n our present 
knowledge of the r o o s t i n g behaviour of the S t a r l i n g and i n p a r t i c u l a r to 
i n v e s t i g a t e the mechanisms of r o o s t i n g i n the S t a r l i n g . I t was hoped 
t h a t i n s i g h t s i n t o the f u n c t i o n and s e l e c t i v e advantage of the s o c i a l 
r o o s t i n g habit would be gained through an understanding of the mechanics 
of r o o s t e n t r y and departure and a knowledge of the f a c t o r s i n f l u e n c i n g 
these a s p e c t s of behaviour. Although during t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n a t o t a l 
of 173 roost e n t r i e s and 181 r o o s t departures were observed, the data 
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c o l l e c t e d has been l i m i t e d by two major p r a c t i c a l problems. F i r s t , 
during the l a s t two w i n t e r s of the study the major r o o s t was s i t u a t e d 
i n an area i n which i t was not p o s s i b l e (due to l a c k of co-operation 
from the landowner) to c a r r y out the d e s i r e d o b s e r v a t i o n and sampling 
programme. Secondly, working a t r o o s t s c o n t a i n i n g many thousands of 
b i r d s poses c e r t a i n d i f f i c t i l t i e s i n observing and sampling the population 
a t a s u f f i c i e n t i n t e n s i t y . Thus i t was not u s u a l l y p o s s i b l e to c a r r y 
out more than one t a s k and c o l l e c t more than one type of information on 
each v i s i t . 
C. THE STUDY AREA 
T h i s study w as c a r r i e d out between October 1969 and September 1972 
w i t h i n two study a r e a s i n the c o u n t i e s of Durham and Northumberland. 
I n i t i a l l y the study was based on the "Durham" study area which 
extended f o r some ten k i l o m e t r e s around Durham C i t y (llap l ) . The 
v a l l e y of the R i v e r Wear c r o s s e d the a r e a i n a LTE/SW d i r e c t i o n . 
Although the r i v e r bed i t s e l f was l e s s than 100 m. wide i n t h i s s e c t i o n , 
the v a l l e y was two k i l o m e t r e s or more i n width f o r much of t h i s length. 
To the west of the Wear v a l l e y the land rose r a p i d l y , a t t a i n i n g a height 
of some 200 m. at the edge of the study a r e a . I n c o n t r a s t , the slope 
to the e a s t of the v a l l e y rose more g e n t l y , reaching approximately 150 m. 
Underlying c o a l measures provided the major i n d u s t r y of the are a u n t i l 
the d e c l i n e of the mines i n the 1950's. Arable crops of b a r l e y , oats 
and wheat dominated the low l y i n g s e c t i o n of the study a r e a , together 
with some d a i r y farming. L i v e s t o c k r e a r i n g was, however, the 
predominant a g r i c u l t u r a l a c t i v i t y on the higher ground to the east and 
west. Woods occurred r a r e l y i n the study area, being mainly deciduous 
t r e e s i n the v a l l e y bottoms, and con i f e r o u s p l a n t i n g s on the more open 
s i t e s . 
Due to c e r t a i n d i f f i c u l t i e s i n c a r r y i n g out some a s p e c t s of the 
work i n the Durham study a r e a , h a l f of the l a s t w i n t e r ' s f i e l d season 
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MAP 1 
THE "DURHAM" STUDY AREA 
Major S t a r l i n g r o o s t s i t e s occupied between 
October 19&9 a n ( l November 1 9 7 1 : 
1 . Cornforth 
2 . Croxdale 
3. Hett 
4. Lambton 
5. Newton A y c l i f f e 
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7 . Sherburn 
8. Sherburn Quarry 
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was spent i n Northumberland. The "Northumberland" study a r e a (F»p 2) 
extended some 20 k i l o m e t r e s to the north, and 10 k i l o m e t r e s south of 
the town of 3 e l f o r d , and s t r e t c h e d some 10 k i l o m e t r e s i n l a n d from the 
coas t . The seaward, low l y i n g , edge of the study a r e a c o n s i s t e d of a 
c o a s t a l p l a i n which v a r i e d i n width from two to four k i l o m e t r e s . I n l a n d 
from t h i s p l a i n the ground rose gently i n t o h i l l land between 75 and 
100 m. i n h e i g h t . B a r l e y , oats and t u r n i p s formed the main a g r i c u l t u r a l 
crops of the c o a s t a l p l a i n , but these soon gave way to sheep g r a z i n g on 
the h i l l s f u r t h e r i n l a n d . Deciduous woods were almost non- e x i s t e n t i n 
the a r e a , but s e v e r a l c o n i f e r o u s woods and s h e l t e r b e l t s had been p l a n t e d . 
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M P 2 
THE "NORTHmiBERLAND" STUDY AREA 
Major S t a r l i n g roost s i t e s occupied between 
November 1971 and May 1 9 7 2 : 
1 . B r a d f i e l d Kaims 
2 . Cheswick 
3. Newham 
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SECTION TVJO 
METHODS 
A. ROOST OCCUPATION "JD LOCATION 
The d i r e c t i o n of f l i g h t i n the evening was used to l o c a t e r o o s t s 
w i t h i n the study a r e a . A vantage point w i t h i n the study a r e a was 
taken up approximately one hour before sunset. The d i r e c t i o n of a l l 
movements of S t a r l i n g s (and f l o c k s i z e s ) were noted. I f any obvious 
movement of b i r d s occurred e a r l y i n the observation period the observer 
moved to another s i t e , i n order to o b t a i n an a d d i t i o n a l b e a r i n g on the 
roost. By p l o t t i n g the d i r e c t i o n of f l i g h t l i n e s noted on s e v e r a l 
evenings on a 1:63360 Ordnance Survey map i t was p o s s i b l e to l o c a t e the 
general a r e a i n which the r o o s t was s i t u a t e d and to d e f i n e the catchment 
of each i n d i v i d u a l r o o s t . T""e p r e c i s e l o c a t i o n of each r o o s t was d e t e r -
mined by observations made a t the focus of the converging f l i g h t l i n e s . 
The method adopted i n counting the number of S t a r l i n g s occupying 
a roost was dependent on the s i z e of the r o o s t . At s m a l l r o o s t s of 
l e s s than one thousand b i r d 3 i t was p o s s i b l e to count i n d i v i d u a l s as 
they entered the roost. At r o o s t s c o n t a i n i n g more than one thousand 
b i r d s the numbers e n t e r i n g a t any one time was too l a r g e to count 
d i r e c t l y and a method of e s t i m a t i o n had to be adopted. A "block" of 
10 or 100 b i r d s (depending on the s i z e of the f l o c k being estima ted) was 
counted and the s i z e of the f l o c k estimated by comparison of the a r e a 
covered by the f l o c k with t h a t of the block counted. Counts a t the 
major wint e r r o o s t s were made a t approximately f o r t n i g h t l y i n t e r v a l s 
throughout the period of r o o s t occupation. 
I n order to l i n k changes i n r o o s t s i z e to the migration and breeding 
c y c l e of the S t a r l i n g , samples of b i r d s were shot i n the evenings i n s i d e 
the r o o s t s . Due to l a c k of co-operation from the owner of the major 
wi n t e r r o o s t s i t e i n the Durham study a r e a samples were only obtained 
from one r o o s t ; at Cheswick, Northumberland (i-iap r e f e r e n c e NU 017472), 
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on nine dates between 27 January and 12 A p r i l 1972. A double 
barrelled .410 shotgun with 2" No. 7 Cartridges was used. Larger 
shot or cartridges caused too much damage to bodies. Large numbers 
of birds could be obtained quickly by f i r i n g at concentrations of 
perched birds. I t was f e l t that obtaining samples i n thi s way gave 
a random and unbiased sample of the population. In order to minimise 
disturbance at the roost, samples were collected at approximately f o r t -
n i g h t l y intervals. 
After c o l l e c t i o n , birds were taken back to the laboratory vrhere 
they were labelled, weighed and the colour of the b i l l noted 
(especially the extent of any yellow on the upper and lower mandibles). 
After t h i s preliminary examination, birds were placed i n polythene bags 
and deep frozen. Subsequently, further notes on plumage and 
measurements of wing, b i l l , tarsus and the extent of iridescence on the 
throat hackles were made. Birds were then dissected, sexed and t h e i r 
gonads measured. Using the information given by various authors 
(Bullough 1942, Dunnet 1956, Davis 1959, Delvingt 1961 and Perdeck 
1967) combinations of factors were used to categorise birds on age, sex 
and o r i g i n ( B r i t i s h or Continental). Length of iridescence on the 
throat hackles was used to age Starlings sexed i n t e r n a l l y . Kales with 
hackles iridescent for 11-15 mm. of t h e i r length were considered adults, 
those between 7-10.5 mm. juveniles; s i m i l a r l y females between 7-10mm. 
were c l a s s i f i e d as adult and between 2-6.5 mm. as juveniles. I n the 
spring resident B r i t i s h Starlings mature e a r l i e r than Continentals, 
th i s i s reflected i n changing mandible colour. During January and 
February those birds with more than half of t h e i r upper mandible 
yellow were considered to be B r i t i s h . I n March and A p r i l only those 
birds with more than half of t h e i r lower mandible yellow x?ere considered 
to be B r i t i s h . 
B. ARRIVAL AND ROOST MTRY 
General observations on a r r i v a l and entry behaviour were made 
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using Zeiss 10 x 50 binoculars find n i t her noted d i r e c t l y i n t o a f i e l d 
notebook or dictated into a Philips portable tape recorder f o r 
transcription l a t e r . Estimates of the heights at which birds arrived 
at the roost were made by comparison with objects, such as telegraph 
poles, of knovm height. 
At each v i s i t to a roost a note was made of ( i ) cloudcover i n 
octeres, ( i i ) cloud type, ( i i i ) wind direction, ( i v ) estimated wind 
strength on the Beaufort scale, and (v) occurrence of pre c i p i t a t i o n . 
In addition more detailed weather data were obtained from Durham 
University and from R.A.F. Acklington depending on the study area being 
used. 
Light i n t e n s i t y measurements were made using an Eel photometer 
directed at the zenith, either ( i ) by the observer noting scale readings 
at approximately minute i n t e r v a l s , or ( i i ) by continuous monitoring on 
a Rustrack chart recorder of the potential difference across the 
photometer head. The l a t t e r method reduced the number of tasks 
required of the observer. The apparatus i s described i n Appendix I . 
In ord.er to obtain accurate timings of the a r r i v a l and entry of 
birds into the roost a position which gave a clear view over the roost 
was chosen. Several such positions existed end the one used on a 
part i c u l a r evening was chosen to give a good vie;/ of the roost and the 
major preassembled f l o c k . The time of entry of individual flocks was 
noted to the nearest t h i r t y seconds using a wrda: watch which was checked 
daily against the Greenwich time signal. More accurate timings were 
not possible since the size of individual flocks was being counted or 
estimated. 
C. ROOSTING BEHAVIOUR 
Because of the nature of the vegetation used as roost si t e s , i t 
was not possible to observe the behaviour of birds within the roost 
for most of the year. However, for a short period i n the autumn, when 
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the leaves of deciduous trees were beinp; shed., and before these roosts 
were abandoned for sites i n conifers, i t was possible to make some 
observations and to measure certain aspects of behaviour with i n the 
roost. 
Sample trees within the roost were chosen on the basis that they 
were clearly v i s i b l e from outside the roost, thus eliminating the need 
to enter the roost and disturb birds. The numbers of birds i n 
di f f e r e n t v e r t i c a l and horizontal divisions of the trees were noted at 
regular time i n t e r v a l s . Two horizontal categories were used, the 
indiv i d u a l perch branches being divided into inner and. outer halves. 
V e r t i c a l l y each tree was divided into three equal height divisions 
(upper, middle and lower), from the highest to the lowest branch. 
On two occasions the nearest neighbour distance of a sample of 
birds was estimated i n b i r d widths (50 mm.) at regular time inte r v a l s . 
On three occasions the numbers of birds engaged i n each of f i v e 
d i s t i n c t , and readily i d e n t i f i a b l e , behavioural categories were noted 
at f i v e minute in t e r v a l s . The a c t i v i t y classes used were as follows: 
singing, resting, stretching, preening and sleeping (eyes closed or 
head under wing). 
Several people have remarked on the considerable amount of noise 
created by Starlings at t h e i r communal roosts (e.g. Eastwood 1962). 
In order to monitor the noise production at roosts a piece of equipment 
based on an amplifier and microphone was constructed (see Appendix I I ) . 
I t was powered by a twelve v o l t car battery and a potential difference 
proportional to volume was recorded d i r e c t l y on a Rustrack chart 
recorder. I n addition tape recordings were made of the noise produced 
i n the morning and evening at a roost. A Sony portable tape recorder 
was used and the recordings were subsequently analysed, with respect to 
frequency and amplitude, using- a Kay Electremics Sonograph. 
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D. ROOST DEPARTURE: 
The methods used to study the behaviour of Starlings leaving t h e i r 
communal roosts were similar to those adopted for roost a r r i v a l and are 
described above f o r roost entry. 
In order to obtain accurate timings of departures an observation 
position which gave a clear view of the roost was selected. Usually 
several positions around the roost gave such a view but one at which a 
horizontal view across the top of the roost trees onto a clear back-
ground was chosen. Use of such an observation point enabled departures 
to be measured quickly and accurately. The same observation point was 
used on a l l v i s i t s to a part i c u l a r roost when quantitative measurements 
were made. 
The time of departure of each dispersal wave (the time when the 
f i r s t birds were seen above the roost) was noted to the nearest f i v e 
seconds. Light i n t e n s i t y measurements were made using one of the two 
methods described above. 
In order to avoid making several simultaneous measurements at 
departure time, the length of departures were timed "over the observer". 
A stop watch was started when the f i r s t birds of a departure wave passed 
overhead and stopped when the l a s t birds passed beyond the observer. 
Since the r a d i a l speed of expansion of each departure i n a p a r t i c u l a r 
d i r e c t i o n would be constant, t h i s measurement would be iden t i c a l to that 
obtained by timing birds "over the roost". For similar reasons 
departure lengths would remain comparable from one roost to another, 
even i f the observer was stationed at different distances from each roost 
focus. Because the circumference of the wave increased with distance 
from the roost, the density of birds over the observer i s dependent 
p a r t l y on the distance from the expansion point. This measurement i s 
therefore of l i t t l e use i n the comparison of departure patterns from 
d i f f e r e n t roosts. 
The time of departure of successive waves has enabled the "gap" 
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time between departures to be calculated by subtraction. 
In order to detect any physical differences i n birds leaving the 
roost i n different departures, samples of birds were shot as they l e f t 
the roost. I n i t i a l l y a .410 shotgun was used, but the density and 
spread of shot was not s u f f i c i e n t for the purpose. A double barrelled 
12 bore using No. 7 shot was found to be more successful but even then 
i t was very easy to put shot between the birds i n a departure. The 
Starlings collected were processed i n the same way as that described 
above f o r birds shot at the roost i n the evening. 
On a number of occasions departures were observed some miles from 
the roost to t r y and establish i f birds flew d i f f e r e n t i a l distances 
from the roost as suggested by Boyd (1932). The number of Starlings 
from each departure wave which dropped out to feed, and the number 
f l y i n g d i r e c t l y over a par t i c u l a r feeding area, was noted. 
E. THE I-ULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE DATA 
In order to detect complex relationships between the phenomena 
observed during roost entry and dispersal and environmental factors a 
multivariate approach has been adopted i n the analysis of data. Three 
basic groupings of environmental factors, plus one group of roost 
factors have been considered i n the analysis. 2-ach group of variables 
i s discussed below and a d e f i n i t i o n of each individual variable used i s 
given. 
( i ) Group one: Increase of l i g h t i n t e n s i t y . 
Under cloudless conditions the time at which l i g h t i n t e n s i t y 
starts to increase (or stops decreasing) each day depends on the time 
at which the sun reaches a certain position below the horizon (the 
position which f i r s t allows l i g h t to reach the observer through 
deflection). The time of C i v i l t w i l i g h t (the time of f i r s t or last 
d a y l i g h t ) i s defined as the time at which the centre of the sun i s 6° 
below the horizon. The rate at which l i g h t i n t e n s i t y increases or 
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decreases w i l l , however, vary from day to day, even under cloudless 
conditions, since the angular ascent or descent of the sun varies 
seasonally. The sun rises and sets at a more acute angle r e l a t i v e to 
the horizon during the summer, being- at i t s most acute on the summer 
solstice. Cloudcover has a modifying influence on the l i g h t regime of 
a particular day, delaying the time of f i r s t l i g h t and reducing the 
rate of increase or decrease of l i g h t i n t e n s i t y . I n order to analyse 
the behaviour of Starlings with respect to the l i g h t regime a simple 
linear correlation and regression analysis of the l i g h t intensity/time 
values has been cnrried out. Logarithmic transformations have been 
used on both dependent and independent variables i n order to obtain 
linear relationships. Figure 1 shows graphically examples of the 
results of t h i s type of analysis for both clear and cloudy days. The 
correlation and regression coefficients f o r each day have been used as 
independent variables, expressing "Increase of l i g h t i n t e n s i t y " , i n the 
multivariate analysis of Starling roost a r r i v a l and departure, 
( i i ) Group two: Time of year. 
This group of variables consists of those linked with season. 
For example, daylength, duration of t w i l i g h t , time of sunset and so on. 
( i i i ) Group three: Weather. 
Weather factors can act i n two ways. F i r s t , i n d i r e c t l y by 
influencing l i g h t i n t e n s i t y i t s e l f and thereby b i r d behaviour. This 
component i s taken into account i n "group one" variables. Secondly, by 
acting d i r e c t l y on the behaviour of the birds, 
( i v ) Group four: Roost parameters. 
This group of factors includes variables such as roost size, entry 
duration, departure duration which express the characteristics of the 
roost and roosting behaviour on a pa r t i c u l a r day. 
The following are the def i n i t i o n s of each individual variable, 
from the four groups, used i n a l l multivariate analyses: 
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FIGURE 1 
EXALDPLES OF THE LINEAR REGRESSION LINES, BETY/EEN 
LOG LIGHT INTENSITY AND LOG TIME RELATIVE TO CIVIL 
T'./ILIGHT, OBTAINED FOR CLEAR AND CLOUDY MORNINGS 
AND EVENINGS. 
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Group one: 
Intercept - the constant or intercept term resulting from the 
linear regression of log l i g h t i n t e n s i t y ( i n lux) on log time 
r e l a t i v e to c i v i l t w i l i g h t ( i n minutes). 
Slope - the slope term res u l t i n g from the linear regression of 
log l i g h t i n t e n s i t y on log time r e l a t i v e to c i v i l t w i l i g h t . 
Correlation co e f f i c i e n t - the correlation coefficient resulting 
from the li n e a r regression of log l i g h t i n t e n s i t y on log time 
r e l a t i v e to c i v i l t w i l i g h t . 
Group two: 
Daylength - the length of time i n minutes between sunrise and 
sunset. 
C i v i l daylength - the length of time i n minutes between morning 
and evening c i v i l t w i l i g h t . 
Nautical daylength - the length of time i n minutes between morning 
and evening nautical t w i l i g h t . 
Sunrise - the time of sunrise (G.K.T.) expressed as the number of 
minutes after 04.00h. G.M.T. 
Sunset - the time of sunset (G.K.T.) expressed as the number of 
minutes before (negative) or a f t e r I6.00h. G.K.T. 
C i v i l t w i l i g h t - the duration of time i n minutes between sunrise 
and c i v i l sunrise, or sunset and c i v i l sunset. 
Nautical t w i l i g h t - the duration of time i n minutes between sunrise 
and nautical sunrise, or sunset and nautical sunset. 
Day number - the number of days between the day i n question and 
the previous summer solstice. 
Day number squared - the square of day number. 
Group three: 
Maximum temperature - maximum a i r temperature i n degrees centigrade 
recorded at 09.00h. G.M.T. for the previous twenty-four hours. 
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Group three (Contd.): 
I-iinimum temperature - minimum a i r temperature i n degrees centigrade 
recorded at 09.00h. G.I-I.T. for the previous twenty-four hours. 
Grass minimum - minimum ground temperature i n degrees centigrade 
recorded at 09.00h. G.M.T. for the previous twenty-four hours. 
Rainfall - r a i n f a l l i n millimetres recorded at 09.00h. G.I-I.T. f o r 
the previous twenty-four hours. 
Snowfall - snowfall i n centimetres recorded at 09.00h. G.M.T. as 
having f a l l e n i n the previous twenty-four hours. 
Snow lying - the amount of snow i n centimetres s t i l l l y i n g at 
09.00h. G.M.T. but not having f a l l e n i n the previous twenty-four 
hours. 
Cloud - the amount of cloud cover i n eighths at 09.00h. G.I-I.T. 
Wind speed - the mean wind speed i n knots recorded at 
09.00h. G.I-I.T. for the previous twenty-four hours. 
V i s i b i l i t y - the v i s i b i l i t y at 09.00h. G.I-i.T. coded as follows: 
0-1 40-100m. 6 4-7km. 
2 200m. 7 10km. 
3 400m. 8 20-30km. 
4 1000m. 9 40km. 
5 2000m. 
State of ground - the state of ground at 09.00h. G.M.T. coded 
as follows: 
00 dry 12 ground muddy 
03 ground dry but grass wet 30 ground frozen 
11 ground wet 40 glaze or ice on ground 
50 snow or h a i l covering less than half ground 
60 snow or h a i l covering more than half ground 
70 snow or h a i l covering ground completely 
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Group three (Contd.): 
Wind direction - a t o t a l of eight variables indicating the presence 
of a wind from within 22.5° of 
N.N.E., E.N.E., E.S.E., S.S.E., S.S.'J., W.S.W., Y7.N.W. and N.N.W. 
at 09.00h. G.K.T. 
Group four: 
Roost 3 i z e - the number of Starlings using the roost. 
Departure number - the t o t a l number of departure waves occuring on 
a particular day. 
Total departure - the t o t a l length of a l l departure waves, i n 
seconds, on a pa r t i c u l a r day. 
Average departure - t o t a l departure divided by departure number. 
Total gap - the t o t a l duration of a l l gaps between departure waves 
on a particular day i n minutes. 
Average gap - t o t a l gap divided by the number of gaps. 
Time of f i r s t departure - the time ( i n minutes), r e l a t i v e to c i v i l 
sunrise, at which the f i r s t Starlings l e f t the roost. 
Time of f i r s t entry - the time ( i n minutes), r e l a t i v e to c i v i l 
sunset, at which the f i r s t Starling entered the roost. 
Time of half entry - the time ( i n minutes), r e l a t i v e to c i v i l sunset, 
at which 50/o of the Starlings had entered the roost. 
Time of la s t entry - the time ( i n minutes), r e l a t i v e to c i v i l sunset, 
at which the l a s t Starling entered the roost. 
Duration of entry - the length of time ( i n minutes) between f i r s t 
and la s t entry. 
Preassembly - the occurrence of preassembly; 1 - complete 
preassembly, 0.5 = p a r t i a l preassembly ( i n which direct entries 
accounted for an appreciable proportion of the late b i r d s ) , 
0 = direct entry (no preassembly). 
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The multiple regression analysis used i n th i s study sp-lents the 
conbination of independent variables, s i g n i f i c a n t on the " t - t e s t " 
basis, which give the best f i t to the data. The results of each 
analysis are given i n tabular form and the information i s given as 
follows. The f i r s t two columns contain the names of each independent 
variable and the groups to which they belong. The t h i r d column contains 
the regression coefficient (^) and the fourth column the Student's 
t - s t a t i s t i c associated with each variable. The p a r t i a l correlation 
coefficient of each variable with the dependent variable, assuming other 
independent variables i n the regression set to be held constant, i s 
given i n column f i v e . Column six contains the multiple correlation 
coefficient f o r each variable i n the regression set, a f t e r the next 
i t e r a t i o n , i f that variable were eliminated from the regression set 
during that i t e r a t i o n . The bottom row i n each table contains the 
sample size, the intercept or constant value and the multiple 
correlation coefficient for the entire regression set. 
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SECTION THREE 
RESULTS 
A. ROOST OCCUPATION AI'TD LOCATION 
1. Annual Roosting Cycle 
a. 1969-70 
In October 1969 an i n t i a l survey of the study area 
revealed several roost sites being used. The location, 
size and habitat type f o r each of these roosts was as 
follows. At West Rainton (Map Reference NZ 328487) 
1,500 Starlings roosted i n IJillows (Salix spp.) and Hawthorn 
(Crataegus monogyna). a further 2,000 birds occupied 
Hawthorn and Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) at Sherburn "uarry 
(M.R. NZ 329415). At Croxdale (H.R. NZ 247378) 4,050 birds 
used a mixed plantation of Scots Pine (Pinus s y l v e s t r i s ) , 
Larch (Larix decidua), Norway Spruce (Picea abies) and 
Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus). 
In addition f l i g h t lines indicated the existence of at 
least a further two roosts; one to the north and one to the 
west of Durham. 
Starlings seen at the coast, f l y i n g i n o f f the North Sea 
on the 11 October, marked the beginning of the a r r i v a l of 
Continental birds. As a consequence, the roost at Croxdale 
gradually increased i n size, reaching over 50,000 i n early 
November and over 100,000 by late November. By t h i s time 
a l l other roosts around Durham i n deciduous trees had been 
abandoned i n preference f o r the conifers at Croxdale. 
Regular counts of the numbers of Starlings using the Croxdale 
roost were made throughout the winter and are shown 
graphically i n Figure 2. 
A comparison of the estimates of numbers obtained at 
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FIGURE 2 
THE VARIATION IN SIZE OF THE CROXDALE ROOST BET'.VEEN OCTOBER 
1969 and MARCH 1970. 
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the same time by two independent observers -were within 3»5f 
i n a t o t a l of ca 9,000. This i s well w i t h i n acceptable 
l i m i t s of erroi and bias i s , moreover, l i k e l y to be con-
sistent f o r an individual observer. I t was therefore f e l t 
that differences i n the estimates of roost size were a true 
r e f l e c t i o n of the numbers of Starlings using a roost. 
By early March the roost at Croxdale was declining 
rapidly i n size and no birds at a l l were present on the 
evening of the 9 Karen. At t h i s time no other major roost 
was being used i n the study area, although small groups of 
residents were known to be roosting 1 near to t h e i r nesting-
sites i n thick and sheltered vegetation such as Holly bushes 
( i l l e x aquifolium) and Ivy (Hedera helix) covered walls, 
b. 1970-71 
The roosting of resident Starlings was centred around 
the nest s i t e u n t i l early June, when the f i r s t broods of 
young were fledged. I n i t i a l l y family groups foraged near 
to the nest s i t e and roosted either i n the nest hole i t s e l f , 
or at sheltered sites nearby. By the second week of June a 
l o t of the f i r s t broods were able to feed themselves and 
several family groups coalesced to form larger feeding flocks. 
These flocks were more mobile, had a wider feeding range than 
family flocks, and seemed better able to cope with short term 
local abundance of food. As family flocks coalesced so did 
roosts, the r e s u l t i n g communal roost usually being f a i r l y 
small and of l i m i t e d catchment. For example, on the 8 June 
f i v e young and two adult Starlings were roosting i n a Holly 
bush on Finchale Banks (K.R. NZ 297464). The next day the 
same birds flew towards Plawsworth (l'..R. HZ 274487), where 
a roost of some 200 Starlings had just been established i n 
some coniferous (50 birds) and deciduous (l50 birds) trees. 
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The Plawsworth roost increased rapidly i n size, so that by 
the 24 June 8,830 birds were present and were being drawn 
from a catchment of some four miles i n radius. The next 
day the roost was disrupted by the local gamekeeper and, 
although i n i t i a l l y only moving to Viewly Grange (li.R. 
ITZ271473), soon broke up completely (other temporary roosts 
were established f o r a short time at Sherburn Cuarry, 
V.rest Sainton and Hett (i-i.R. !TZ 292360). 
No roosting movements of any scale were seen u n t i l 
early August and i t appeared that nearly a l l the Starlings 
had l e f t the study area, probably moving to the coastal belt 
and to the h i l l s , where pasture land was more p l e n t i f u l . 
The a g r i c u l t u r a l land around the -/ear Valley consisted 
mainly of arable crops of wheat, barley and potatoes; such 
f i e l d s were only available as feeding sites after harvest. 
In early August roosting movements were again detected, 
when a roost of some 700 Starlings was discovered i n Hawthorn 
bushes near Sherburn (i-I.R. NZ 312426). At the same time 
200 birds were using the plantation at Croxdale as a roosting 
s i t e . 3y September these, and several other small roosts, 
had amalgamated to form one roost i n some Hawthorn bushes at 
the base of a disused quarry at Hett. The Eett roost con-
cinued to increase i n size (Figure 3) u n t i l l a t e October, 
at which time birds started to roost i n a wood on the Lambton 
estate (M.R. NZ 294527). The Hett roost rapidly declined,* 
only 200 birds were present on the 10 November, and soon 
afterwards i t was deserted completely. 
The Lambton roost was situated i n a plantation of 7m. 
high Scots Pine and was occupied f o r the rest of the winter 
(Figure 3). Attempts to displace the roost i n early 
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FIG-URE 3 
THE VARIATION IN SIZE OP THE HETT AND LAMBTON ROOSTS BETWEEN 
SEPTEMBER 1970 and APRIL 1971. 
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January only succeeded i n s h i f t i n g the concentration of 
birds to two adjacent plantations. There was some indication, 
from the counts, that some birds roosted elsewhere f o r a 
short time during the period of disturbance, but that these 
soon returned when scaring was abandoned. 
The winter roost broke up i n early A p r i l and on the 
evening of the 5 A p r i l no birds were present. Resident 
Starlings roosted at or near t h e i r nest sites u n t i l June, 
when the f i r s t broods of young were fledged, 
c. 1971-72 
In early June Starlings began to roost at Plawsworth, 
as i n the previous year. Birds were also found roosting 
at Hett (500) and Newton A y c l i f f e (100) (l-l.R. NZ 275257). 
These roosts remained i n existence u n t i l l a t e July, when 
they were abandoned, and a new roost s i t e at Cornforth 
(M.R. NZ 304345) was occupied by 2,500 birds. The numbers 
at Cornforth gradually increased, shifted s i t e to that at 
Hett used the previous year, and reached a peak of 6,700 
(Figure 4) i n September. This roost then declined rapidly, 
whilst that at Lambton increased to 150,000. 
Because of li m i t a t i o n s placed on the work which I was 
allowed to ccrry out at Lambton, observations i n the Durham 
study area were abandoned. A new study area near Belford 
i n Northumberland was adopted where a roost of some 25,000 
Starlings was known to exist at Newham (M.E. NU 169313). 
The counts made at the Newham roost are shown i n 
Figure 5. The roost was situated i n a wood of Larch, 
Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and some Norway Spruce (mainly dead) 
but was l a t e r abandoned f o r a s i t e i n a Scots Pine 
plantation at Cheswick (h.R. NU 017472). At the time of 
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FIGURE 4 
THE VARIATION IN SIZE OF THE HETT AND LAMBTOM ROOSTS BET'.TEEN 
JULY AND NOVEMBER 1971. 
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FI&URE 5 
THE VARIATION IN SIZE OF THE NE'.THAM AND CHESVTLCK ROOSTS BETWEEN 
NOVELCBER 1971 and APRIL 1972. 
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the change over Bradford Kaims (l-I.R, ITTJ 162318) used 
as a roost s i t e f o r a month by up to 10,000 birds. The 
same change of roost s i t e took place on the 21 December 
the previous year (P.C. Smith pers. coum.) 
Despite attempts to scare the roost at Cheswick only 
small movements from one adjacent plantation to another 
occurred. Starling's were present i n t h i s roost complex 
u n t i l the l a t t e r h a l f of A p r i l when i t was abandoned 
completely, 
d. General pattern of Roost occupation 
The sequence of roost occupation and size v a r i a t i o n 
was observed during the three years of the study. From 
these observations i t was possible to derive a general 
annual pattern of r u r a l roosting i n the Durham and 
Northumberland region. 
During the l a t e spring resident Starlings established 
nest sites. At t h i s time they usually roosted at the nest 
s i t e or sometimes i n a sheltered tree or copse nearby. 
I n i t i a l l y the newly fledged young returned to t h e i r 
nest hole to roost. Soon, however, they gathered i n large 
feeding flocks during the day and roosted communally i n a 
small wood (often of Hawthorn or scrub), near to the feeding 
grounds, at night. As autumn approached several such roosts, 
each serving r e l a t i v e l y small catchments, coalesced to form 
one large roost, drawing birds from a radius of up to ten 
miles. 
In each year of the study the major roost used 
increased rapidly i n size i n late October and early November. 
As leaf f a l l occurred several roosts i n deciduous trees 
declined and amalgamated to form a larger roost i n conifers. 
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Also at thi s time of year large numbers of migrant 
Continental Starling's arrived i n t h i s country (Lack and 
Eastwood 1962); some remained i n the area whilst others 
moved further south and west. In addition i t seemed prob-
able that some B r i t i s h birds from higher ground or from 
further north might have swollen the l o c a l roosting popul-
ation at this time. 
Roosts remained f a i r l y constant i n size throughout the 
rest of the winter but, as spring approached, so the number 
of birds using the communal roost declined. Residents 
took up t e r r i t o r i e s and nest sites and remained there over-
night. Continental birds began the return migration to 
the i r breeding grounds i n Scandinavia and Russia. 
The Roosting Population 
a. Age and Sex Composition of Roosts 
Because permission was not granted to shoot Starlings 
at the Lambton roost, samples of the roosting population 
were only collected from the Cheswick roost i n Northumberland 
between January and A p r i l 1972. The number of birds i n each 
age, sex and o r i g i n category, together with the sample size, 
are given f o r each sample date i n Table 1. Since sample 
sizes were small the data have been grouped f o r the purpose 
of analysis. 
The numbers of B r i t i s h and Continental Starlings shot 
each month are shown i n Table 2. The proportion of 
Continental birds i n the population changed during the three 
month sample period (Homogeneity -^ = 18.05, p ^-O.OOl). 
No difference can be detected i n the proportion of B r i t i s h 
and Continental Starlings i n the period early January to 
early March ( V 2 = 0.0001 , p > 0.99). The proportion of 
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TABLE 2 
THE PiiKCEZTTAGE OP BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL 
STARLINGS SHOT EACH KONTH AT THE CHESVJICK ROOST 
Hid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Hid Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Kid I'iar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Total 
% B r i t i s h 41.4 41.3 64.4 50.0 
fo Continental 58.6 58.7 35.6 50.0 
Total 87 138 135 360 
X 2 * 2.59 4.17 11.27 18.03 
p > 0.1 <. 0.05 < 0.001 < 0.001 
* ""XJ calculated on the Null Hypothesis that samples were 
taken from a homogeneous population 
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B r i t i s h and Continental birds shot t:t the roost i n the l a s t 
month i s however d i f f e r e n t from that i n the previous two 
= 18.03 ^ p t O.OOl) : the proportion of Continental 
birds i n the roost has declined, as has the t o t a l roost 
count (see 1'igure 5). This appears to be due to Contin-
ental birds returning to t h e i r breeding grounds. 
The numbers of adult and juvenile Continental Starlings 
shot each month are shown i n Table 3- Wo si g n i f i c a n t 
change i n the age r a t i o occurred over the sample period. 
Table 4 shows similar values f o r B r i t i s h birds; although 
no heterogeneity could be detected,the l a s t month does show 
a d i f f e r e n t age r a t i o to the previous two months 
(%-^ = 6.01 } p 4 0.02)5 these were not s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
d i f f e r e n t from each other = 0.0003?p > 0.98). The 
proportion of adults at the roost declined i n the las t month 
as more adults deserted the communal roost i n favour of 
roosting at or near t h e i r nest s i t e s . 
The decline i n B r i t i s h adults at the roost seemed mainly 
due to a reduction i n the number of adult males present, as 
shown by the change i n the adult B r i t i s h sex ra t i o i n Table 5. 
Adult males would presumably be the f i r s t birds to remain 
near to t h e i r nest s i t e i n order to establish and maintain 
t e r r i t o r i e s . There was no s i g n i f i c a n t difference between 
the sex ra t i o s i n the f i r s t two months (Vv-^  = 1*13 ? P > 0.02), 
but that for the las t month was dif f e r e n t from that of the 
f i r s t two CSC]_ = H'8?;, 0.001), fewer males being shot 
i n the sample. 
The numbers of Continental adult male and adult female 
Starlings shot each month i s shown i n Table 6. Wo 
s i g n i f i c a n t v a r i a t i o n i n the sex r a t i o could be detected. 
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TABLE 3 
THE PERCENTAGE OF ADULT AMD JUVENILE 
CONTINENTAL STARLINGS SHOT EACH MONTH AT 
THE CHESWICK ROOST 
Hid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Mid Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Mid Mar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Total 
fo Continental 
adults 60.8 48.1 37.5 48.9 
fo Continental 
juveniles 39.2 51.9 62.5 51.1 
Total 51 81 48 180 
x2 * 2.89 0.02 2.49 5.40 
P > 0.05 ;> 0.80 > 0.1 y 0.1 
* calculated on the Null Hypothesis that samples were 
taken from a homogeneous population. 
TABLE 4 
THE PERCENTAGE OP ADULT AND JUVENILE 
BRITISH STARLINGS SHOT EACH KONTH AT THE 
CHESWICK ROOST 
Kid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Mid Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Mid Mar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Total 
c/o B r i t i s h 
adults 80.6 80.7 64.4 72.8 
B r i t i s h 
juveniles 19.4 19.3 35.6 27.3 
Total 36 57 87 180 
X2 * 1.10 1.81 3.11 6.02 
p >0.2 >0.1 > 0.05 > 0.1 
* Vv> calculated on the Null Hypothesis that samples v/ere 
taken from a homogeneous population. 
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TABLE 5 
THE SEX RATIO OF ADULT BRITISH STARLINGS 
SHOT EACH MONTH AT THE CHES17ICK ROOST 
Mid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Mid Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Mid Mar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Total 
% B r i t i s h 
adult 
males 
89.7 80.4 56.4 72.3 
°/o B r i t i s h 
adult 
females 
10.3 19.6 43.6 27.7 
Total 29 46 55 130 
X2 * 4.36 1.52 6.98 12.86 
P < 0.05 > 0.2 L. 0 .01 <C 0.01 
* 'X> calculated on the Null Hypothesis that samples were 
taken from a homogeneous population. 
TABLE 6 
THE SEX RATIO OF ADULT CONTINENTAL STARLINGS 
SHOT EACH MONTH AT THE CHESWICK ROOST 
Mid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Mid Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Mid Mar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Total 
°/o Continental 
adult males 74.2 59.0 55.6 63.6 
c/o Continental 
adult 
females 
25.8 41.0 44.4 36.4 
Total 31 39 18 88 
X2 * 1.49 0.37 0.51 2.37 
P > 0.2 > 0.8 > 0.8 > 0.3 
* calculated on the Null Hypothesis that samples v/ere 
taken from a homogeneous population. 
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Similarly no heterogeneit3 r i n either the "R-H f i sh or 
Continental juvenile sex ratios was apparent (Tables 7 and 8). 
The sex r a t i o of B r i t i s h juveniles was not s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
d i f f e r e n t from that of the adults, between January and Karch, 
before the adult sex r a t i o changer! (Table 9 ) . 
Coulson (1960) stated that the d i f f e r e n t i a l mortality between 
the sexes took place i n the f i r s t breeding season, but from 
the data presented i n Table 9 i t seems that i n the B r i t i s h 
S t a r l i n g i t has already taken place by the late winter of 
the f i r s t year of l i f e . I n the juvenile Continental 
Starling the sex r a t i o was ifcjgrti'AoantiLj d i f f e r e n t from that of 
the adult (Table 10) and approximates to the equal sex r a t i o 
found at fledging (Coulson 1960). In the case of 
Continentals the d i f f e r e n t i a l mortality between the sexes 
did not appear to have taken place by this stage. More-
over, i f one compared the adult sex r a t i o of B r i t i s h and 
Continental birds, not as great a d i f f e r e n t i a l mortality 
appeared to have taken place (Table l l ) . A l ternatively, 
i t may be that there was a d i f f e r e n t i a l migration of the sexes 
i n Starlings as has been found i n Blackbirds (Turdus merula) 
by Dro3t (1935) and Krueger (1940). 
Heights 
No si g n i f i c a n t difference i n the weights of each age, 
sex and o r i g i n class of Starlings shot at the Cheswick roost 
were found during the three months. The results f o r a l l 
months have therefore been combined and the mean weight, 
standard error, and sample size are shown i n Table 12, for 
each class of Starling. 
In the case of both B r i t i s h and Continental birds the 
same gradation i n weight was found? from adult male to 
juvenile male to adult female to juvenile female (although 
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TABLE 7 
THE SEX RATIO OF JUVENILE BRITISH STARLINGS 
SHOT EACH MONTH AT TH2 CHESV.'ICK ROOST 
hid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
hid Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Kid Kar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
! 
Total 
c/c B r i t i s h 
juvenile 
males 
100.0 81.8 67.7 75.5 
°/b B r i t i s h 
juvenile 
females 
0.0 18.2 32.3 24.5 
Total 7 11 31 49 
%2 * 2.26 0.24 1.01 3.51 
P > 0.1 > 0.5 > 0.3 > 0.3 
* calculated on the Null Hypothesis that samples were 
taken from a homogeneous population. 
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TABLE 8 
THE SEX RATIO OF JUVENILE CONTINENTAL STARLINGS 
SHOT EACH MONTH AT THE CHESWICK ROOST 
Kid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Mid Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Mid Mar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Total 
fa Continental 
juvenile 
males 
45.0 52.4 46.7 48.9 
a/j Continental 
juvenile 
females 
55.0 47.6 53.3 51.1 
Total 20 42 30 92 
0.12 0.20 0.06 0.39 
p ;> 0.7 > 0.5 ^ 0.8 > 0.9 
* r% 1 calculated on the Null Hypothesis that samples were 
taken from a homogeneous population. 
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TABLE 9 
A COMPARISON OF 
OF ADULT BRITISH ( F i r s t two 
BRITISH STARLINGS SHOT 
THE SEX RATIOS 
months only) WITH JUVENILE 
AT THiil CHESVJICK ROOST 
B r i t i s h Adults Juveniles 
1 
Total 
% Males 84.0 75.5 80.6 
% Females 16.0 24.5 19.4 
Total 75 49 124 
o f * 1.37 
P >0.2 
* 9L calculated on the Null Hypothesis 
that sex rat i o s were similar f o r 
adults and juveniles. 
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TABLE 10 
A COMPARISON OP THE SEX RATIO OF ADULT AND 
JUVENILE CONTINENTAL STARLINGS SHOT 
AT THE CHESV.'ICK ROOST 
Continental Adults Juveniles Total 
Males 63.6 48.9 56.1 
Females 36.4 51.1 43.9 
Total 88 92 180 
X2 * 3.96 
p <0.05 
'")(_. calculated on the Null Hypothesis that 
sex ratios were similar for adults and 
juveniles. 
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TABLE 11 
A COMPARISON OF THE SEX RATIO OF ADULT BRITISH 
( F i r s t two months only) WITH ADULT CONTINENTAL STARLING 
SHOT AT THE CHES'V.'ICK ROOST 
Adult B r i t i s h Continental 
i — — i 
Total 
% Males 84.0 63.6 73.0 
/b Females 16.0 36.4 27.0 
Total 75 88 163 
1& * 8.52 
p ^ 0.01 
* '"XJ calculated on the Null Hypothesis 
that sex rat i o s were similar f o r 
B r i t i s h and Continentals. 
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overlap occurred). For B r i t i s h birds; adult males were 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y heavier than adult females and juvenile 
females; and juvenile males were s i g n i f i c a n t l y heavier 
than juvenile females. For Continentals,' adiilt males were 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y heavier than juvenile females, but not from 
adult females or juvenile males. 
Ho significant differences i n weight can be detected 
between B r i t i s h and Continental Starlings of the same age 
and sex class. 
B. ARRIVAL MP ROOST UM'RY 
1. A r r i v a l behaviour 
As was stated e a r l i e r , the method by which roosts were 
located r e l i e d on the direc t f l i g h t lines used by Starlings to 
f l y from t h e i r feeding to t h e i r roosting areas. During the 
observations, whose primary purpose was to locate roosts, i t was 
possible to confirm Delvingt's ( l 9 6 l ) observations on pre-
roosting behaviour. Towards late afternoon, usually about an 
hour before sunset, Starling flocks stopped feeding and 
gathered i n groups i n trees adjacent to t h e i r feeding grounds. 
Their normal a c t i v i t i e s were to preen and rest f o r some while 
before setting o f f i n the direction of t h e i r roost. Along the 
route to the roost they would frequently j o i n or be joined by 
other resting flocks, thus producing a stepwise progression 
towards the roost. The amount of time spent resting en route 
to the roost seemed to be reduced under dark and stormy 
conditions, so that birds flew direct towards the roost without 
stopping. As soon as roost sites were located observations 
i n the roost catchment were reduced. 
Through observations at a l l the roosts located during the 
study i t was possible to b u i l d up a general picture of the 
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behaviour of birds .iu3t p r i o r to roosting. 
Birds arrived i n flocks at the roost s i t e along r a d i a l 
f l i g h t l i n e s . normally no systematic bias i n the time of 
a r r i v a l from d i f f e r e n t directions occurred. However, under 
windy conditions birds f l y i n g towards the roost with a t a i l 
wind tended to arrive e a r l i e r than those f l y i n g into wind. On 
a r r i v a l at the roost, birds would f l y d i r e c t l y over the s i t e 
normally occupied^ t h e i r subsequent behaviour would depend on 
whether any birds had already entered the roost and were 
c a l l i n g . I f t h i s was the case they too would enter d i r e c t l y . 
I f other birds had arrived and not entered (presumably because 
certain environmental thresholds had not been reached) then the 
flock would j o i n these birds. Large flocks would soon develop. 
Sometimes the preassembled flocks wo\ild feed i n an adjacent 
f i e l d but more usually would rest and preen i n f i e l d s or i n 
trees i n an open si t u a t i o n nearby. Flocks of birds a r r i v i n g 
from the feeding grounds, which would have flown over a 
preassembled flock before reaching the roost s i t e , would not 
normally continue to the roost i t s e l f but j o i n the preassembly 
direct. 
Although the height at which Starlings arrived at the roost 
varied from day to day, depending on factors such as the wind 
conditions, on a given evening the a r r i v a l height also varied. 
Those birds a r r i v i n g early did so at a greater height than those 
a r r i v i n g subsequently. For example, on the 25 August, 1971, 
at Hett, the f i r s t birds were at a height of 45m. above ground 
level when they flew over the roost to j o i n the preassembled 
fl o c k , but t h i r t y minutes l a t e r those a r r i v i n g were only 15m. 
above ground le v e l . Despite there being large differences 
between the height at which Starlings arrived at the roost on 
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d i f f e r e n t evenings, i t "ns possible to demonstrate a s i g n i f i c a n t 
correlation between a r r i v a l height and a r r i v a l time. Figure 6 
shows the relationship betueen the heights at which flocks 
arrived at the Hett roost and t h e i r time of a r r i v a l ( c l a s s i f i e d 
into early, mid and late a r r i v a l s ) f o r six days i n August 1971. 
The correlation i s highly s i g n i f i c a n t ( r = -0.58, n = 50, 
p 4, O.OOl) and the gradient of the regression l i n e i s 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y greater than zero (slope = -25.54, S.E. = 5.18). 
Occasionally groups of birds from the preassembly, or the 
whole preassembled flock would f l y to the roost s i t e , c i r c l e i t 
and then return to t h e i r o r i g i n a l position. As the time of 
f i n a l roost entry approached tthis behaviour would be more 
frequent and i t was at th i s time that the remarkable ae r i a l 
manoeuvres noted by several observers occurred. During these 
aerobatics one or more flocks would weave back and f o r t h over 
the roost; the actual roost s i t e i t s e l f seemed to form the 
focus of t h i s display. The entry of birds froro the preassembled 
flock i n t o the roost could take several forms. On some 
occasions, flocks would detach themselves from the preassembly 
and enter as individual units with considerable gaps between 
each flo c k . Sometimes, birds would form an almost continuous 
stream of entry, and on s t i l l other occasions, would rise as one 
floc k and enter i n a "to and f r o " fashion as described by 
Symonds ( l 9 6 l ) . The d i s t i n c t i o n between direct entry and 
preassembled entry was not an absolute one dependent on roost 
size as suggested by Symonds ( l 9 6 l ) , but seemed to form the two 
extremes of a continuum. The method of entry on a pa r t i c u l a r 
evening seemed mainly to be dependent on environmental factors 
(see below), such that direct entry inight be seen on one rainy 
and dark evening- and yet preassembled entry occur the next 
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FIGURE 6 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ARRIVAL HEI&HT AND ARRIVAL 
TIME OF FLOCKS OF STARLINGS ARRIVING AT THE HETT 
ROOST ON SIX EVENINGS IN AUGUST 1971. 
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evening pt t h ^ an me roost under c l o p r bright conditions = 
2. Entry Pattern 
In between the two extremes of direct entry and preassembled 
entry, a great variety i n the degree of preassembly occurred. 
Starlings might arrive at the roost and gather i n a flo c k f o r 
some time and then enter; a l l subsequent a r r i v a l s making a 
direct entry. The resulting temporal pattern with which the 
number of birds i n the roost b u i l t up can be seen i f the 
proportion of the whole roost present at diff e r e n t times during 
the entry sequence i s plotted against time. Although i n the 
nature of a continuum certain types of a r r i v a l can be discerned 
and examples of these for specific days are shown i n Figure 7. 
Preassembly of the whole roost and a rapid entry of more or 
less one flock i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n 7 (a). 7 (b) shows the 
preassembly and entry of the majority of the roost i n one 
group, but some direct entry of late a r r i v a l s , producing a 
gradual t a i l o f f i n the entry. Gradual entry of small flocks 
from the preassembled group, followed by a rapid entry of the 
majority and direct entry of late a r r i v a l s i s given i n Figure 7 ( c ) . 
A similar type of pattern can be achieved with more than one 
burst of rapid entry; for example, 7 (d) shows two rapid 
increases i n the numbers of birds i n the roost as two d i f f e r e n t 
preassembled flocks enter. Direct entry of Starlings i n t o t h e i r 
roost can vary i n the time i t takes; 7 (e) shows a f a i r l y rapid 
entry over a period of some twenty-five minutes, whereas Figure 
7 ( f ) shows an entry taking over f o r t y minutes. Roost size 
appeared to have no influence on entry pattern. Figure 8 shows 
the relationship between roost size and entry type f o r 40 
evenings i n which the entry pattern f e l l i n t o the categories 
described above. Wo si g n i f i c a n t correlation was apparent 
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FIGURE 7 
EXAMPLES OF SIX DIFFERENT PATTERNS OF ROOST ENTRY, EXPRESSED 
AS THE PERCE I f f AGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBERS PRESEMT IN THE ROOST 
AT DIFFERENT TIMES DURING THE ENTRY. 
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FIGURE 8 
THE RELATIONSHIP BET'YEEN ROOST SIZE AND ENTRY 
TYPE FOR FORTY EVENING-S IN V.TilCH THE ENTRY PATTERN 
FELL INTO ONE OF SIX CATEGORIES (see Fig. 7 ) . 
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( r = 0.15, n = 40, P > O.l). 
3. Preassembly 
Preassembly did not occur on every evening at the roosts 
studied. Since i t appeared that environmental factors had a 
governing influence over preassembly an attempt was made to 
analyse t h i s relationship. The dependent variable, preaisembly, 
was divided into three categories ( l , 0.5 and 0) on the basis 
of: observations at the roost revealing complete preassembly? 
p a r t i a l preassembly ( i n which dir e c t entries accounted f o r an 
appreciable proportion of the l a t e birds); and direct entry with 
no preassembly. 
Table 13 shows the three independent variables s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
related to the occurrence of preassembly; together they account 
for 42.9/i of the variation found. Although l i g h t i n t e n s i t y 
factors were not found to be s i g n i f i c a n t l y related i n the 
multiple regression the variable r a i n f a l l w i l l have contained 
components related to both cloudcover and l i g h t i n t e n s i t y . 
Rain, and therefore cloudcover, was negatively correlated with 
preassembly. Starlings entering the roost d i r e c t l y on wet dark 
evenings when, although arriving- at the roost at the same time 
or e a r l i e r than on a clear evening, the birds would nevertheless 
be late r e l a t i v e to l i g h t i n t e n s i t y . The occurrence of frozen 
ground also induced direct entry. I t seems l i k e l y that cold 
weather could both increase food requirements and reduce food 
a v a i l a b i l i t y (either through reduced prey a c t i v i t y or 
a v a i l a b i l i t y ) and thus increase the need to stay on the feeding 
grounds longer and arrive at the roost l a t e r . Similarly 
preassembly was less l i k e l y to occur during the midwinter period 
when daylength was at i t s shortest. 
4. Flock sizes 
I f some of the patterns of entry i l l u s t r a t e d i n Figure 7 
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are further examined i n r e l a t i o n to the size of flocks 
entering over particular time periods i t becomes clear that the 
different rates of entry can be attributed to differences i n 
the sizes of flocks entering. For example Figure 9 shows the 
percentage of birds entering i n different siaed flocks on six 
days i n which entry ( l ) was direct, (2) from preassembled flocks 
days i n which entry was (a) from preassembled. f l o c k s , |' 
(b) from preassembled f l o c k s e a r l y , but d i r e c t l a t e r 
and ( c ) d i r e c t . Pour f l o c k s i z e categories were used.; • 
( r ) between 1 and 100, ( 2 ) between 101 and 500, ( 3 ) between [ 
r 
501 and 1,000 and ( 4 ) between 1,001 and 5 , 000 . 
throughout the long entry but with a s l i g h t increase i n flock 
size halfwaj' through the entry. ,'hen partir.l preassembly 
occurred i n i t i a l l y the flocks entering would mainly be of large 
size but would be followed by a number of small flocks when the 
later birds entered d i r e c t l y on a r r i v a l . Complete preassembly 
was followed by the entry of moderately sized flocks i n i t i a l l y 
and a high percentage of large flocks later. Fi^-ure 10 shows 
the percentage frequency of occurrence of the four different 
flock sizes over the entire entry period f o r the sane six days. 
Differences i n the frequency distributions related to the method 
of entry are again apparent. 
5. Time of Hintry 
The time at which birds f i r s t enter the roost was very 
variable. Figure 11 shows th i s variation i n entry time 
graphically i n r e l a t i o n to date. Times between 148.8 and 12.8 
minutes before c i v i l t w i l i g h t were recorded during the study 
(mean = 66.2, S.E. = 4.25, n - 67). An attempt was made to 
correlate the time of entry of birds into t h e i r roost with 
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FIG-URE 9 
TH£ PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF OCCURENCE OF DIFFERENT.' FLOCK 
SIZES AT DIFFERENT TII.ES DURING- ENTRY (a) PRE ASSEMBLED 
ENTRY (b) PARTIAL DIRECT ENTRY (c) ENTIRELY DIRECT ENTRY. 
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FIG-URE 10 
THE PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF DIFFERENT 
FLOCK SIZES DURING THE ENTIRE ENTRY PERIOD 
(a) PREASSEi.IBLED ENTRY, (b) PARTIAL DIRECT ENTRY, 
(c) ENTIRELY DIRECT ENTRY. 
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FI&URE 11 
THE VARIATION IN THE TIME AT YfHICH THE FIRST 
STARLING- ENTERED THE ROOST ( i n minutes r e l a t i v e 
to c i v i l t w i l i g h t ) IN RELATION TO TIME OF YEAR. 
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various environmental factors using multivariate techniques. 
A t o t a l of 80.3/-' of the varia t i o n i n the entry time of the f i r s t 
b i r d i n t o the roost could be explained by variation i n other 
factors (Table 14). 
"Time of year" appeared to be the most important group of 
factors; entry being i n i t i a t e d late r e l a t i v e to c i v i l t w i l i g h t 
towards midwinter. Light i n t e n s i t y parameters influenced time 
n 
of f i r s t entry, i t being e a r l i e r on darker eve^ui^s. Snowcover, 
presumably by influencing the a v a i l a b i l i t y of food, retarded 
entry. The occurrence of preassembly retarded entry r e l a t i v e 
to c i v i l t w i l i g h t but made i t e a r l i e r r e l a t i v e to l i g h t i n t e n s i t y , 
since i t i t s e l f only occurred on r e l a t i v e l y bright evenings. 
Preasserbly was e f f e c t i v e l y birds waiting f o r the correct l i g h t 
i n t e n s i t y threshold to be reached, since had i t been a l o t 
darker birds would have entered d i r e c t l y on a r r i v a l . 
multiple regression analysis on the time at which 50^ of 
the roost had entered and on the time at which a l l birds had 
entered the roost was also carried out. The results are shown 
i n Table 15 and 16. 
Similar factors influence the time at which half the 
population has entered the roost as effect f i r s t entry. The 
time of entry of the l a s t b i r d did not seem to be effected by 
the occurrence of preassembly. This i s , perhaps, what one 
would expect, since there nearly always appeared to be one or 
two birds which arrived l a t e and entered the roost d i r e c t l y . 
In addition to the influence of time of year and l i g h t i n t e n s i t y 
on a r r i v a l outlined above low temperatures appeared to retard 
f i n a l entry. Cold weather i s l i k e l y to increase food 
requirements and make i t s collection more d i f f i c u l t ; the need 
to remain longer on the feeding grounds would therefore 
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increase. Similarly r a i n , associated, with cloudy and warmer 
conditions, would probably reduce food requirements and increase 
the ease with which food could be collected through bring insect 
larvae to the surface of the ground and allowing easy penetration 
of the substrate by the Starling. 
The t o t a l duration of the entry period was not related to 
roost size but was dependent mainly on the time of year 
(Table 17). Entry was shortest during the midwinter period 
when daylcngth, and thus feeding time, was shortest. Reduced 
v i s i b i l i t y can appreciably lengthen the duration of entry on a 
pa r t i c u l a r evening. Indeed, under very foggy conditions i t 
seems l i k e l y that some birds did not reach the roost at a l l 
but formed a sub-roost nearer to t h e i r feeding grounds. 
ROOSTING 
1. Behaviour w i t h i n Roost 
For the reasons mentioned above few opportunities arose to 
look at the behaviour of birds within roosts. However, the 
roost at Hett was situated i n Hawthorns at the base of disused 
quarry and did permit a l i m i t e d number of observations to be made. 
Preliminary observations appeared to indicate that, 
i n i t i a l l y , birds were di s t r i b u t e d mainly on the upper and outer 
portions of the trees, but that as i t became darker they moved 
towards the centre of the trees to roost. On the 18 and 19 
October, 1970 one branch was observed closely and the number of 
birds on i t s inner and outer half counted at f i v e minute 
in t e r v a l s . The results f o r the f i r s t (early) and subsequent 
(late ) f i f t e e n minute periods are shown i n Table 18. I t was 
not possible to demonstrate s t a t i s t i c a l l y a s h i f t i n the number 
of b i r d occurrences from the outer to the inner half of the 
branch during thp . • • -
b t n e observation period. The sample size was 
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increased on the 21 and 23 October by observing tun branches, 
The movement towards the centre of the tree during the second 
quarter of an hour of observation then became s i g n i f i c a n t , 
(Table 18). 
On the 21 and 23 October the numbers of birds i n the upper, 
middle and lower portions of two trees were noted at f i v e minute 
intervals. On eo.ch occasion, there was a significant movement 
of birds down the tree to the middle section i n the l a t t e r half 
of the observation period (Table 19). So birds were ever seen 
i n the lower section of the trees. 
The movements of birds within coniferous trees could not be 
quantified, since most of the perches were obscured by foliage. 
Birds could not usually be seen from outside the roost and 
observations from inside usually resulted i n disturbance. The 
general impression, however, was that the sequence of behaviour 
was similar. Birds landed i n the top two whorls of the conifers 
but moved down to the t h i r d and fourth whorls to roost ( t h i s was 
at a height of 4-5 m. i n trees 6-7 m. high). The selection of 
perch sites i n the roost might, i n part, have been a function of 
perch width, but i t was not feasible to investigate t h i s 
p o s s i b i l i t y . 
One further opportunity arose to look at behaviour within 
the roost. This occurred at Bradford Kaims, a small roost,which 
was occupied fo r some time during the t r a n s i t i o n from Newham to 
Cheswick. The roost was centred on several conifers (Norway 
Spruce), which were surrounded by deciduous trees of Ash and 
Hawthorn (with an under storey of Bramble (Rubus spp.)j also used 
as roost trees. In the evenings a contraction of the area 
occupied by birds occurred before they went to sleep. This was 
TABLE 19 
A COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF STARLINGS PERCHED ON THE 
UPPER, KIDDLE AND LOWER BRANCHES OF TREES EARLY AND LATE IN 
THE EVENING ON TWO DATES AT THE HETT ROOST 
Date 21.10.70 23.10.70 Total 
Time period Early Late Early Late Early Late 
% on upper 
branches 75.0 36.4 51.9 17.6 61.7 26.3 
c/j on middle 
branches 25.0 63.6 48.1 82.4 38.3 73.7 
Jo on lower 
branches 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total 20 44 27 51 47 95 
%2 * 8.22 9.93 22.80 
P <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 
* calculated on the Null Hypothesis that the proportion 
of Starlings perched on upper end middle branches 
were similar early and l a t e . 
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accompanied by a reduction i n the distance between birds. The 
reverse appeared to occur i n the morning; birds spread out on 
ind i v i d u a l branches and occupied new tree3 before the departure 
commenced. On the evening of the 3 December birds started to 
enter the roost at 16.15h. G.K.T., the la s t birds entering at 
16.40 h. G.I-l.T. At 16.50 h. G.II.T. the area occupied by birds 
contracted to that occupied overnight. The nearest neighbour 
distances i n b i r d widths were estimated f o r a sairple of birds 
before and a f t e r the contraction. The mean nearest neighbour 
distance (+ S.i3.)» which was d i f f e r e n t for the two samples, i s 
shown i n Table 20 (t=6.82,p 0.001 ). 
Similarly on the following morning the numbers of trees 
occupied by birds increased between 07.33 h. G.L.T. and the 
f i r s t departure at 07.42 h. G.k.T. The estimates, i n b i r d 
widths, of the nearest neighbour distance are shown i n Table 20., 
again the mean values were s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t f o r the two 
time periods (t=3.84,p 0.002). 
On the morning of the 3 December the numbers of birds i n 
a sample engaged i n each of f i v e a c t i v i t i e s were noted at f i v e 
minute inte r v a l s . The results are shown i n Table 21. As 
birds awoke they i n i t i a l l y preened and stretched, and then 
rested. Some birds sang but these appeared to be only adult 
males (see below). The awakening was not synchronous and some 
birds remained asleep several minutes l a t e r than others. 
Table 22 shows similar results obtained on the evenings of 
the 4 and 5 December. Singing only took place early i n the 
sequence of behaviour, and was missed on the second set of 
observations due to birds being' obscured early i n the observation 
period. Preening seemed to be an important a c t i v i t y p r i o r to 
sleeping. 
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TABLE 20 
Mean nearest neighbour Mean nearest neighbour 
distance i n b i r d widths distance i n b i r d widths 
between 16.40 and aft e r 16.50 h. G.M.T. 
3.12.71 16.50 h. G.M.T. 
Evening 
3.55 1.90 
(S.E. = 0.38) (S.E. = 0.30) 
Mean nearest neighbour Mean nearest neighbour 
distance i n b i r d widths distance i n b i r d widths 
before 07.33 h. G.M.T. between 07.33 and 
4.12.71 07.42 h. G.M.T. 
Horning 
1.70 3.00 
(S.E. = 0.56) (S.E. = 0.38) 
THE MEM (+ STANDARD ERROR) NEAREST NEIGHBOUR DISTANCE 
OF A SAMPLE OF TEN BIRDS OBSERVED ON TV/0 OCCASIONS AT 
THE BRADFORD KAIMS ROOST 
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TABLE 22 
THE PERCENTAGE OF BIRDS ENGAGED IN EACH OF FOUR BEHAVIOURAL 
ACTIVITIES ON THE EVENINGS OF (a) 4.12.71 and (b) 5-12.71 AT 
THE BRADFORD KAII-IS ROOST (time of f i r s t a r r i v a l I6.09h. and 
I6.14h. G.II.T. respectively) 
(a) 
Time Singing Resting Preening Sleeping Total 
16.13 
16.22 
16.25 
16.30 
16.35 
16.40 
16.45 
16.50 
16.55 
17.00 
13.0 
15.4 
5.5 
7.2 
1.8 
0.0 
2.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
65.3 
76.9 
67.3 
75.5 
63.7 
40.0 
19.5 
5.9 
2.3 
5.3 
21.7 
7.7 
18.2 
10.1 
14.5 
22.2 
17.1 
23.5 
16.7 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9.0 
7.2 
20.0 
37.8 
61.0 
70.6 
81.0 
87.7 
23 
26 
55 
69 
55 
45 
41 
34 
42 
57 
(b) 
16.35 
16.37-2-
16.40 
16.42-2-
16.45 
16.47-2-
18.50 
10.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
50.0 
100.0 
57.9 
50.0 
52.6 
37.5 
16.7 
40.0 
0.0 
42.1 
43.3 
26.3 
25.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
6.7 
21.1 
37.5 
83.3 
10 
5 
19 
30 
19 
16 
6 
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Foise 
Although an attempt was made to monitor noise levels coining 
from several roosts using a microphone and amplifier t h i s proved 
to be unsuccessful. The equipment developed was not s u f f i c i e n t l y 
sensitive; had i t been, the interference of background noise 
would probably have been a problem, unless an expensive f i l t e r 
system was used. 
Tape recordings of the sound produced by Starlings at the 
Fewham roost, both morning and evening, were analysed on a 
sonograph and the results are shown i n Figure 12. 
Certain d i f f i c u l t i e s arose i n the analysis of the noise 
since i t uas being produced by several thousand birds at once. 
Certain differences i n frequency however, apparent during the 
peak of noise produced morning and evening. Pour peaks of 
amplitude were discernable at 1, 2, 3.5 and 5.5 F.ilohertz. 
Hartby (1969) gives the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s of the c a l l s 
of the Sta r l i n g . Attack and aggressive c a l l s have peaks at 
?. and 3.5 Kilohertz, the f l i g h t c a l l was of low frequency 
( l Kilohertz) and the high frequency whistles, common i n the 
song of the Starlin g , occurred at around 5.5 Kilohertz. 
I n i t i a l l y i n the evening the low frequency f l i g h t c a l l s 
were given a3 birds arrived. Birds fought and bickered over 
perches but did not sing to any great extent. Once a l l birds 
have arrived,no further f l i g h t calls were given and noise was 
li m i t e d to song and aggressive c a l l s . The pattern was reversed 
i n the morning, singing occurring only early on and no f l i g h t 
c a l l s being given at a l l . 
When Starlings were observed i n the roost i t was very 
noticeable that very few actually sang. These were apparently 
a l l adult males, judging by the f u l l y yellow b i l l and long 
are 4 
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FIG-URE 12 
THE AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF NOISE 
RECORDED AT THE NET/HAM ROOST, (a) EARLY EVENING-, 
(b) MID EVENING-, (c) LATE EVENING-, (d) EARLY MORNING-, 
(e) MID MORNING- AND ( f ) LATE MORNING-. 
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iridescent hackles which a l l birds seen singing possessed. 
However, birds of a l l types of plumage gave short c a l l s . 
ROOST DEPARTURE 
1. Behaviour 
Through non-systematic observation, at a l l the roosts 
located during the three years, i t was possible to bu i l d up a 
general picture of the behaviour of Starlings immediately pr i o r 
to and during departure. As was stated e a r l i e r , as Starlings 
awoke they started to move to the upper and outer regions of 
trees and i n addition occupied new trees at the edge of the 
roost area. During the asynchronous awakening noise gradually 
increased as birds started chattering and calling-. 
Just p r i o r to the f i r s t , and a l l subsequent departures, 
the noise suddenly stopped. Birds started to f l y out from the 
roost, i n r a d i a l paths, forming a c i r c u l a r wave which expanded 
from the roost focus in t o the surrounding countryside. There 
vras a tendency f o r those birds on the newly occupied periphery 
of the roost to form the departure. That i s to say, the birds 
which were f i r s t to disperse r a d i a l l y within the roost were 
f i r s t to disperse r a d i a l l y from the roost. .Even a f t e r several 
departures some birds could usually be seen s t i l l asleep. As 
soon as each departure had l e f t the noise level increased once 
more u n t i l the hush of the next departure. 
Under calm conditions the behaviour of birds leaving the 
roost i n a l l directions i n the expanding- departure wave was 
usually similar. Birds gradually gained height, u n t i l at 
approximately 400 m. from the roost they were 75-100 m. above 
ground l e v e l . From then onwards, they flew i n level f l i g h t 
towards t h e i r feeding grounds. I f there was a strong wind, 
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however, those birds f l y i n g into i t did not gain as much height. 
I n addition, they flew slower and those with a t a i l wind 
correspondingly faster. T,Jhen f l y i n g into very strong winds 
Starlings flew only a few feet above ground le v e l and "hedge 
hopped" any obstacles. 
Frequently the l a s t birds of a departure would return to the 
edge of the roost, having flown out from between 50 and 150 m. 
The birds which dropped back int o the roost would often do so 
i n a low, f a s t , i r r e g u l a r , zigzag f l i g h t , giving a " b e l l - l i k e " 
c a l l . Similar behaviour was noted i n Starlings a r r i v i n g at the 
roost very late i n the evenings. These returning birds seemed 
to form the nucleus of the next departure. Fog increased the 
proportion of birds re-entering the roost and also delayed the 
whole departure pattern. For example, on the misty morning of 
the 29 August, 1971, the t h i r d departure from Hett contained some 
300 Starlings, of which approximately 75 returned to the roost 
trees. During the comparable departure on the clear morning 
of the 31 August no birds returned to the roost. Moreover, the 
t h i r d departure on the 29 August took place at 18.31 h. G.LI.T., 
whilst that on the 31 August occurred at 18.02 h. G.I-I.T. A 
ground mist on the morning of the 6 September, 1971, reduced 
v i s i b i l i t y l a t e r a l l y but was not s u f f i c i e n t l y deep to change 
the l i g h t regime. Some Starlings, from the second, t h i r d and 
fourth departure, dropped back int o the roost on the 
6 September, whereas on the previous day (a clear one) none had 
returned. The departures did, however, take place at almost 
i d e n t i c a l times and l i g h t i n t e n s i t i e s . 
The large amount of f l u x i n the roost p r i o r to dispersal, 
and the re-entry of birds, i s similar to behaviour noted at an 
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urban roost i n Edinburgh (Clmriuan, unpublished). This would 
support the idea that birds were i n a c o n f l i c t s i t u a t i o n , 
drawn between several urges. Urges which were i n turn dependent 
on factors such as the time of day, the weather and the 
proximity of other Starlings. 
Eastwood, Isted and Rider (1962), i n t h e i r observation of 
r i n g angels, noted several cases i n which waves of dispersal 
from d i f f e r e n t roosts overlapped. In response to scaring of 
the roost at Lambton,a number of sub-roosts were established 
nearby. Frequently two, but sometimes three such sites were 
used concurrently. On several occasions, during the morning 
dispersal of these roosts, departures would leave two sub-roosts 
simultaneously. On no occasion was interference between 
departure waves noted. However, several times birds from a 
departure uave from one roost would re-enter the other roost 
as the wave passed over i t . These Starlings were usually those 
from the t a i l end of the departure wave. 
Two unusual observations were made at the Lambton roost. 
On the mornings of the 21 and 28 January, 1971, a f t e r heavy 
overnight rain i n both cases, the f i e l d s surrounding the conifer 
plantations contained a large number of pools of standing water. 
The Starlings flew direct from the roost to these f i e l d s , which 
soon became black with birds. I n i t i a l l y , a l l the birds were 
gathered around the pools preening and bathing, but a f t e r 
approximately ten minutes i n t h i s a c t i v i t y , some started to feed. 
After a fu r t h e r ten minutes, birds started to disperse i n a 
series of departure waves. I t was possible that the Starlings 
plumage was so dishevelled, because of the overnight r a i n , that 
preening and bathing had to take place before the birds were 
able to disperse. This p o s s i b i l i t y was supported by the fact 
that several interactions between Starling's, i n which the breast 
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of one b i r d was pressed onto the t a i l end nunp of rrothnv, were 
seen. In each case, the contact was followed by preening on 
the part of the former bird. Preen gland secretion may have 
been "stolen" i n these interactions. 
One further observation i s worthy of note. On the morning 
of the 2nd I.arch, 1971, a 2.5 - 5 cm. layer of snow covered much 
of County Durham. During the t h i r d of the f i v e departure waves 
noted that morning, one group of several hundred Starlings 
changed t h e i r dispersal d i r e c t i o n . These birds banked through 
180° and joined birds leaving the roost i n the opposite dir e c t i o n 
to t h e i r i n i t i a l dispersal. Uard and Zahavi (1973) have 
suggested that communal roosting enables birds to exchange 
information on the d i s t r i b u t i o n of an uneven food supply. They 
envisaged that unsuccessful individuals, needing information, 
might hang back and follow more successful birds, vhich set o f f 
purposefully from the roost. Under conditions of snoucover many 
food sources normally u t i l i s e d by Starlings would no longer be 
available and only a l i m i t e d number of sites would be suitable 
i n which to feed. The need for information would therefore 
be high and one might expect redirection to occur more frequently. 
The observation at the Lambton roost might therefore lend some 
weight to Vard and Zahavi's hypothesis on roost function. 
In the short term the number, size and spacing of departures 
was usually r e l a t i v e l y stable, provided weather conditions were 
not too variable. However, i f more than a few days were con-
sidered appreciable variation i n the departure pattern occurred. 
This v a r i a t i o n i s considered i n greater depth i n the appropriate 
section. 
Timing 
The time at which the f i r s t birds l e f t the roost was very 
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variable. Figure 13 shows th i s v a r i a t i o n graphically i n 
r e l a t i o n to date. Times between 4.6 and 61.4 minutes a f t e r 
c i v i l t w i l i g h t were recorded during the study 
(mean - 23.58, S.7J. = 0.72, n = 129). considerable proportion 
of the v a r i a b i l i t y (62.35'-") could, however, be explained by 
variation i n environmental factors. The variables included as 
s i g n i f i c a n t i n the multiple regression analysis, using time of 
f i r s t departure as the dependent variable, are shown i n 
Table 23 together with t h e i r regression coefficients, ' t ' 
s t a t i s t i c s , p a r t i a l correlations and multiple correlations. 
"Increase of Light i n t e n s i t y " appeared to be the most 
important group of factors influencing time of departure. 
Both the time ct which i t began to get l i g h t , and the rate of 
increase of l i g h t i n t e n s i t y , were negatively correlated with 
time of f i r s t departure. That i s to say, the sooner and more 
rapidly i t began to get l i g h t , the e a r l i e r the birds l e f t the 
roost. 
A seasonal component was apparent i n the variation i n time 
of departure. The time of departure was e a r l i e r , r e l a t i v e to 
c i v i l t w i l i g h t , i n the midwinter months, as shown by the 
s i g n i f i c a n t negative p a r t i a l correlations of three factors i n 
the "time of year" group. 
Over and above the effect of weather conditions on the time 
of departure accounted for by "group one" factors, certain 
weather conditions influenced departure time i n t h e i r own r i g h t . 
Both increased cloudcover and maximum temperature delayed 
departure. Presumably the necessity to leave the roost early 
i n search of food on overcast warm days is reduced, either due 
to a rediiced overnight energy consumption, or to increased food 
a v a i l a b i l i t y . Similarly reduced v i s i b i l i t y advanced departure 
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FI&URE 13 
THE VARIATION IK THE TIME AT 77HICH THE FIRST 
STARLING- LEFT THE ROOST ( i n minutes r e l a t i v e 
to c i v i l t w i l i g h t ) IN RELATION TO TILE OF YEAR. 
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time, except under the very fogfey conditions noted above uhen 
navigation became d i f f i c u l t . Because such extreme conditions 
were infrequent they were not posit i v e l y correlated with l a t e 
departure. Snowcover was negatively correlated with departure 
time, by reducing the a v a i l a b i l i t y of food i t presumably 
necessitated early departure. 
Roost size did not influence departure time s i g n i f i c a n t l y . 
Departure Pattern 
The departure pattern consisted of several constituent 
parts. The number and size of departures was variable from 
day to day, as were the number and size of gaps between 
departures. Each component has been considered separately. 
a. Departure number 
There was no si g n i f i c a n t relationship between the t o t a l 
number of departures going to form the t o t a l exodus on a 
pa r t i c u l a r day and. roost size. Departure number was, 
however, p o s i t i v e l y correlated with daylength 
( r = +0.5080, n = 27) as shown i n Figure 14. Similar 
information i s presented i n Figure 15 which gives the 
percentage frequency of occurrence of d i f f e r e n t departure 
numbers for the months August to A p r i l . As each individual 
year showed similar patterns the results for a l l winters 
have been combined. The months of December, January and 
February have fewer departures forming the t o t a l exodus 
from the roost. Similarly multivariate analysis of a l l data 
on departure number showed significant relationships with 
factors linked with time of year (Tsble 24), the midwinter 
months showing a reduced number of departures. 
b. Departure Length 
The monthly valuer nf +v,0 ~ 
V d J- u e s oi the percentage frequency of 
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FIGURE Ik 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF DEPARTURE WAVES (MEAN 
FOR HALF MONTHLY PERIODS) AND DAYLENGTH (MINUTES BETWEEN SUNRISE 
AND SUNSET), 
r = 0.5080, n = 27, p <• 0.01 
Slope = 0.0115 (S.E. = 0.0038), Intercept = 0.1526 
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FIGURE 15 
THE PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF DEPARTURES 
CONTAINING DIFFERENT NUKBiRS OF DEPARTURE WAVES FOR 
EACH MONTH. 
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d i f f e r e n t deppr-turn length?, bpve been combined f o r each yesr, 
since they showed similar patterns, and are given i n 
histogram form i n figure 16. There was a change i n the 
frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n with time of year; the winter months 
of December, January and February have fewer short departures 
and a corresponding increase i n long departures. 
I-onthly mean values of departure lengths for the f i r s t 
and a l l subsequent departures have been calculated and are 
shown i n Figure 17. The general pattern was of the f i r s t 
departure being sr?all, followed by several large depa.rtures 
and the exodus pattern ending with one or more small 
departures. Again the months of December, January and 
February have a changed d i s t r i b u t i o n , i n this case towards 
a more even pattern of departure length. 
Total departure length (the combined lengths of a l l 
departures on a par t i c u l a r day) declined towards the middle 
of winter (Figure 18). One would have expected that as 
roost size reached a maximum,so t o t a l departure length would 
show a similar trend. No s i g n i f i c a n t relationship was, 
however, found with roost size. In contrast mean departure 
length was correlated s i g n i f i c a n t l y with roost size, being-
larger when the roost i s larger (Figure 19). Although the 
t o t a l departure was shorter during the months with the 
highest numbers of roosting birds, a corresponding decline 
i n number of departures had the net effect of increasing 
mean departure size at this time of year. 
Gap Length 
The monthly values of the percentage frequency of 
di f f e r e n t gap lengths have been combined f o r each year since 
they showed similar patterns ana are given i n Figure 20. 
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FIGURE 16 
TEE PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF DEPARTURE UAVES 
OF DIFFERENT LENGTHS FOR EACH MONTH. 
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FIGURE 17 
THE MEAN LENGTH OP SUCCESSIVE DEPARTURE WAVES 
FOR EACH MONTE. 
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FIGURE 18 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOTAL DEPARTURE LENGTH (MEAN 
FOR HALF MONTHLY PERIODS) AND DAYLENGTH (MINUTES 
BETWEEN SUNRISE AND SUNSET). 
r = 0.4042, n = 27, p t. 0.05 
Slope = 0.3547 (S.E. = 0.1574), Intercept = 7.536? 
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FIGURE 19 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KEAN DEPARTURE LENGTH (KEAN 
T'OR HALF MOKTHLY PERIODS) AND ROOST SIZE, 
r = 0.5406, n = 27, V < 0.01 
Slope = 0.1695 ( S . E . = 0.0517), I n t e r c e p t = 22.1236 
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F I G U R E 20 
T H E P E R C E N T A G E FREQUENCY O F OCCURRjJTCE O F GAPS BETWEEN 
DEPARTURE WAVES OF D I F F E R E N G LENGTHS FOR EACH MONTH. 
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Long gc.ps were l e s s frequent during the midwinter period. 
S i m i l a r l y mean gap l e n g t h s f o r each gap number have been 
c a l c u l a t e d f o r each month and a r e shown i n Figure 21. The 
percentage frequency of occurrence of these gap numbers was 
s i m i l a r to t h a t shown i n F i g u r e 15 f o r departure number. 
Mean gap length becomes s m a l l e r and l e s s v a r i a b l e towards 
midwinter. N e i t h e r t o t a l gap l e n g t h , nor mean gap l e n g t h , 
was c o r r e l a t e d with r o o s t s i z e but F i g u r e s 22 and 23 show 
the corresponding s i g n i f i c a n t r e l a t i o n s h i p s with daylength. 
Both d e c l i n e d with d e c r e a s i n g daylength. 
Departure Composition 
a. Age and Sex Composition 
For two reasons the data i n t h i s s e c t i o n i s l i m i t e d . 
F i r s t , permission to shoot was r e f u s e d f o r the Lambton 
r o o s t ; c o l l e c t i o n of b i r d s was t h e r e f o r e confined to the 
Cheswick r o o s t , between January and A p r i l , 1972. Secondly, 
because of the s m a l l s i z e of the f i r s t few departures, no 
b i r d s were shot from them. The l a t e r d e partures, being 
t h i c k e r , d i d , however, enable some b i r d s to be c o l l e c t e d , 
provided they were not v e r t i c a l l y out of range. Shooting 
b i r d s was t h e r e f o r e most s u c c e s s f u l on cloudy, windy days, 
when b i r d s f l y i n g i n t o wind did not gain height r a p i d l y . 
I f the b i r d s which l e f t the r o o s t e a r l y were i n any way 
d i f f e r e n t from those which l e f t l a t e r , then the sample shot 
i n the mornings should be of d i f f e r e n t composition to the 
random " t o t a l " sample of the roost taken i n the evening. 
The number of the b i r d s shot l e a v i n g the r o o s t i n the 
morning which belonged to each age, sex and o r i g i n category 
are given i n Table 25, f o r each date together with the sample 
s i z e . Because the samples were s m a l l , the data have been 
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FIGURE 21 
THE MEAN LENGTH OF SUCCESSIVE GAPS BETWEEN DEPARTURE V.'AVES 
FOR EACH MONTH. 
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FIGURE 22 
TEE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOTAL GAP LENGTH (MEAN FOR HALF 
MONTHLY PERIODS) AND DAYLENGTH (MINUTES BETVJEEN SUNRISE 
AND SUNSET), 
r = 0.6881, n = 27, p < 0.001 
Slope = 0.0596 ( s . E . = 0.0123), I n t e r c e p t = -116,3492 
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FIGURE 25 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEAN GAP LENGTH (MEAN FOR HALF 
MONTHLY PERIODS) AND DAYLENGTH (MINUTES BETWEEN SUNRISE 
AND SUNSET), 
r = 0.5908, n = 27, p < 0.01 
Slope = 0.0037 ( S . E . = 0.0010), I n t e r c e p t = 0.9329 
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grouped f o r the purposes of comparison w i t h evening samples. 
The numbers of B r i t i s h and C o n t i n e n t a l S t a r l i n g s shot 
during the morning departures each month are shovm i n Tables 
26, 27 and 28, together with the corresponding evening 
v a l u e s . No s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s were found i n the 
o r i g i n composition between morning and evening samples f o r 
the f i r s t two months. Neither were these months s i g n i f i -
c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t from each other ( % , = 1.38, p > 0.20), 
nor as a two month sample from the corresponding evening 
2> 
sample , = 2.63, P > 0.10). A s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e 
was, however, found i n the proportion of the d i f f e r e n t 
o r i g i n s i n the l a s t month. The percentage of C o n t i n e n t a l s 
being higher i n the mornings; t h a t i s to say, r e l a t i v e l y 
more B r i t i s h b i r d s l e f t the r o o s t i n the e a r l y d e p a r t u r e s . 
Tables 29, 30 and 31 show a comparison of the age r a t i o 
of C o n t i n e n t a l b i r d s shot morning and evening f o r the t h r e e 
months ( s i n c e the evening r a t i o d i d not v a r y between months), 
together with the component monthly v a l u e s . The d i f f e r e n c e s 
i n the o v e r a l l r a t i o were due to an i n c r e a s e d proportion of 
j u v e n i l e s shot i n the morning i n the l a s t month. Adults 
appeared to d i s p e r s e from the r o o s t e a r l i e r i n the l a s t 
month but not i n the previous two months. 
The proportion of a d u l t and j u v e n i l e B r i t i s h S t a r l i n g s 
shot each month a r e shovm i n Tables 32, 33 and 34. Again 
the l a s t month showed an i n c r e a s e d percentage of j u v e n i l e s 
shot i n the mornings compared with the evenings. A 
d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t e number of a d u l t B r i t i s h S t a r l i n g s l e f t the 
r o o s t i n the e a r l y departures of the l a s t month. 
The j u v e n i l e B r i t i s h sex r a t i o d i d not v a r y s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
i n the roost as a whole through the sample period. Table 35, 
1 2 JAN 1978 
BICTIO* 
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TABLE 26 
A COMPARISON OF T>h PERCENTAGE OF CONTINENTAL AND BRITISH 
STARLINGS SHOT I.'ORNING AND EVENING AT TEV CHESVfICK ROOST 
BETWEEN MID JANUARY AND MID FEBRUARY 
Mid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Morning Evening T o t a l 
/c B r i t i s h 0.0 41.6 40.2 
^ C o n t i n e n t a l 100.0 48.4 49.8 
T o t a l 3 89 92 
%2 * 2.09 
P > 0.05 
* r% J c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of B r i t i s h and Con t i n e n t a l 
S t a r l i n g s shot morning and evening were 
s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 27 
A COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL 
STARLINGS SHOT MORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHESWICK ROOST 
BETWEEN MID FEBRUARY AND KID LARCH 
Mid Feb. 
to 
mid L a r . 
Horning Evening T o t a l 
£J B r i t i s h 31.9 41.0 38.0 
/£. C o n t i n e n t a l 68.1 59.0 62.0 
T o t a l 69 139 208 
%2 * 1.63 
P > 0.2 
* c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis 
that the proportion of B r i t i s h and 
Cont i n e n t a l S t a r l i n g s shot morning 
and evening were s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 28 
A COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL 
STARLINGS SHOT LORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHESl/ICK ROOST 
BETVffiEN KID MARCH AND KID APRIL 
K i d Kar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Korning Evening 
1 
T o t a l 
% B r i t i s h 46.7 65.4 58.8 
CA C o n t i n e n t a l 53.3 34.6 41.2 
T o t a l 75 136 211 
X2 * 7.03 
p < 0.01 
* r/L c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the proportion of B r i t i s h and 
Co n t i n e n t a l S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
evening vrere s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 29 
A COMPARISON OP THE AGE RATIO OF CONTINENTAL STARLINGS 
SHOT kORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHESWICK ROOST BETWEEN 
I-iID JANUARY AND I-ilD FEBRUARY 
Mid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Horning Evening 
1 
T o t a l 
£ Adults 66.7 60.8 61.1 
/t Juveniles 33.3 39.2 38.9 
T o t a l 3 51 54 
T(5 * 0.04 
P > 0 . 8 
'"/C c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of a d u l t and j u v e n i l e 
Continental S t a r l i n g s shot morning 
and evening were s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 30 
A COMPARISON OF THE AGE RATIO OF CONTINENTAL STARLINGS SECT 
MORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHES'TICK ROOST BETI'JEEN 
MID FEBRUARY AND MID MARCH 
I-dd Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Morning Evening Tot a l 
c/i Adults 51.1 48.1 49.2 
/o Juveniles 48.9 51.9 50.8 
T o t a l 47 81 128 
x 2 * 0.10 
P > 0 . 5 
* r~)(_) c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n o f a d u l t and j u v e n i l e 
Continental S t a r l i n g s shot morning 
and evening were s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 31 
A COkPARISOIT OF THE AGS RATIO OF C01TTINKTITAL STARLINGS 
SHOT LORHING AND EVENING AT THE CHESYJICK ROOST BETWEEN 
LID LARCH AiJD HID APRIL 
L i d Lar. 
to 
L i d Apr. 
Lorning Evening T o t a l 
/u Adults 14.0 37.5 26.4 
/ i Juveniles 86.0 62.5 73.6 
Total 43 48 91 
6.48 
P ^ 0.02 
*rj(j c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of a d u l t and j u v e n i l e 
Continental S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
evening were s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 32 
A COMPARISON OF THE AGE RATIO OF BRITISH STARLINGS SHOT 
HORNING AKD EVENING AT THE CBESUICK ROOST BETWEEN LID 
JANUARY AMD HID FEBRUARY 
Mid Jan. 
to 
mid Feb. 
Horning Evening Tot a l 
% Adults 86.4 80.6 81.7 
/c Juveniles 13.6 19.4 18.3 
T o t a l 22 93 115 
X 2 * 0.39 
P y 0.5 
* 'Y; c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of a d u l t and j u v e n i l e 
B r i t i s h S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
evening were s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 33 
A COMPARISON OF THE AGE RATIO OF BRITISH STARLINGS SHOT 
MORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHESWICK ROOST BETVflEEN MID 
FEBRUARY AND MID I-iARCH 
Mid Feb. 
to 
mid Mar. 
M orning Evening T o t a l 
£ Adults 87.4 80.7 82.3 
1'c Juveniles 13.6 19.3 17.7 
Tota l 22 57 79 
x 2 * 0.35 
P > 0.5 
* *% c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of a d u l t and j u v e n i l e 
B r i t i s h S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
evening were s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 34 
A COMPARISON OF THE AGE RATIO OF BRITISH STARLINGS SHOT 
MORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHES!7ICK ROOST BETWEEN h I D 
LiARCH AND HID APRIL 
Hid Mar. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Morning Evening Tot a l 
% Adults 34.3 64.4 55.7 
$ Juveniles 65.7 35.6 44.3 
T o t a l 35 87 122 
it * 9.16 
P c 0 .01 
*r)C c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of a d u l t and j u v e n i l e 
B r i t i s h S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
evening were s i m i l a r . 
TABLE 35 
A COKP.'JRISON OF THE JUVENILE BRITISH SEX RATIO OF STARLING 
SHOT LORNING AND EVENING AT THE Clf-iSVICK ROOST 
BET..EE]" I-.ID JANUARY AND KID APRIL 
Kid Jan. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Jorning Evening T o t a l 
>j Lales 80.8 75.5 77.3 
c
r Females 19.2 24.5 22.7 
T o t a l 26 49 75 
.? * 
X 0.27 
p > 0.5 
* % c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of male and female 
j u v e n i l e B r i t i s h S t a r l i n g s shot morning 
and evening were s i m i l a r . 
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shows the t o t a l p r o p o r t i o n of each sex shot i n the mornings 
compared w i t h t h a t of the evenings. No s i g n i f i c a n t 
d i f f e r e n c e could be detected. S i m i l a r l y , the f i r s t two 
months adu l t B r i t i s h sex r a t i o has been combined and i s shown, 
together w i t h t h a t f o r the l a s t month, i n Tables 36 and 37. 
No d i f f e r e n c e s between the sex r a t i o of b i r d s shot morning 
and evening could be detected. 
Both a d u l t and j u v e n i l e Continental sex r a t i o s remained 
constant i n the evening samples throughout the three months. 
The combined r e s u l t s of age r a t i o f o r a l l the samples are 
th e r e f o r e shown i n Tables 38 and 39, f o r both a d u l t and 
j u v e n i l e s r e s p e c t i v e l y . I n n e i t h e r case d i d the r a t i o vary 
from t h a t of the whole r o o s t , 
b. Weights 
No s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s i n the weights of each age, 
sex and o r i g i n class of S t a r l i n g s , shot i n the mornings at 
Cheswick roost, were found during the three months. The 
r e s u l t s f o r a l l months have t h e r e f o r e been combined and the 
mean weight (+ S.E.) i s shown i n Table 40 f o r each class of 
S t a r l i n g . Comparison of these values w i t h those f o r 
S t a r l i n g s shot i n the evenings (given i n Table 12) i n d i c a t e 
t h a t a l l classes of S t a r l i n g s bar B r i t i s h j u v e n i l e females 
were s i g n i f i c a n t l y l i g h t e r i n the l a t e morning departures. 
The comparison i s , however, being made w i t h evening shot 
b i r d s w i t h f u l l stomachs. By morning S t a r l i n g s have not 
only emptied t h e i r guts but have also metabolised some 
energy to maintain body temperature and f u n c t i o n . 
T a i t t (1973) gives the mean overnight loss i n weight (exclud-
i n g gut contents) of samples of S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
TAJLE 36 
A COMPARISON OF TEE SEX RATIO OF ADULT BRITISH STARLINGS 
SHOT MORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHESWICIC ROOST BETWEEN 
MID JANUARY AND MID MARCH 
Mid Jan. 
to 
mid Mar. 
Morning Evening T o t a l 
A Males 89.5 84.0 85.1 
c;- Females 10.5 16.0 14.9 
To t a l 19 75 94 
- x 2 * 0.36 
P ^0.5 
**% c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of male and female ad u l t 
B r i t i s h S t a r l i n g s shot morning end 
evening were s i m i l a r . 
TABLE 37 
A COLFARISON OF TEE SEX RATIO OF ADULT BRITISH STARLINGS 
SHOT HORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHESUICK ROOST BETWEEN 
HID LiARCH AND HID APRIL 
Hid Har. 
to 
raid Apr. 
Horning Evening T o t a l 
/- kales 66.7 56.4 58.2 
Females 33.3 43.6 41.8 
To t a l 12 55 67 
X 2 * 0.43 
P p0.5 
**~Xj c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of male and female a d u l t 
B r i t i s h S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
evening were s i m i l a r . 
TABLE 38 
A COMPARISON OF THE SEX RATIO OF ADULT CONTINENTAL STARLINGS 
SHOT HORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHESWICK ROOST BETWEEN KID 
JANUARY AND LID APRIL 
L i d Jan. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Morning Evening T o t a l 
c,'o Lales 58.1 63.6 62.2 
% Females 41.9 36.4 37.8 
T o t a l 31 88 119 
iS * 0.30 
P >0.5 
c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of male and female a d u l t 
Continental S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
evening were s i m i l a r . 
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TABLE 39 
A COMPARISON OF THE SEX RATIO OF JUVENILE CONTINENTAL 
STERLINGS SHOT MORNING AND EVENING AT THE CHE3UICK 
ROOST BET'.'.EEN MID JANUARY AND MID APRIL 
Mid Jan. 
to 
mid Apr. 
Horning Evening T o t a l 
c,o Males 56.3 48.9 51.9' 
c/o Females 43.7 51.1 48.1 
T o t a l 64 92 156 
%2 * 1.50 
p >0.2 
*TC c a l c u l a t e d on the N u l l Hypothesis t h a t 
the p r o p o r t i o n of male and female j u v e n i l e 
Continental S t a r l i n g s shot morning and 
evening were s i m i l a r . 
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evening at a roost as 8,49 gms5 I f gut contents had been 
included t h i s d i f f e r e n c e would have presumably been 
l a r g e r . The r e s u l t s presented here are w e l l w i t h i n the 
normal p r e d i c t e d overnight weight loss . There was 
th e r e f o r e no evidence to suggest d i f f e r e n c e s i n c o n d i t i o n 
between e a r l y and l a t e departures, as might have been 
expected from VJard and Zahavl's theory of roost f u n c t i o n 
(1973). 
Dispersal to feeding grounds 
Only 17 observations of departures f l y i n g over the feeding 
grounds were obtained. Due to the large d i f f e r e n c e s i n dates 
when these observations were made few conclusions can be drawn. 
I f , however, the percentage of b i r d s l e a v i n g departures f o r the 
four closest dates are examined^a c e r t a i n consistency of p a t t e r n 
emerges (Figure 24). 
The s i t e s used a t Cheswick (M.R. NU 014468) and Detchant 
(M.R. NU 090366) were one and seven miles from the Cheswick 
roost r e s p e c t i v e l y . Each was a r i c h feeding s i t e and almost 
always had S t a r l i n g s feeding a t i t during the day. The 
Detchant s i t e was a f i e l d , devoid of grazing i n which sheep 
were f e d on " a r t i f i c i a l s " . That at Cheswick was a p a r t l y 
covered stockyard i n which c a t t l e were f e d i n a s i m i l a r way. 
Neither s i t e was on the same bearing from the roost focus and 
although t h i s might account f o r some d i f f e r e n c e between the size 
of comparable d e p a r t u r e s , i t i s u n l i k e l y to have i n f l u e n c e d the 
pr o p o r t i o n of b i r d s l e a v i n g each departure wave. 
A l a r g e r p r o p o r t i o n of b i r d s dropped down to feed a t the 
sample s i t e f u r t h e r from the roost. From the t h i r d departure 
onwards almost no b i r d s f l e w on d i r e c t l y to more d i s t a n t feeding 
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FIGURE 24 
THE PERCENTAGE OF STARLINGS LEAVING SUCCESSIVE DEPARTURE WAVES 
TO FEED AT ONE AND SEVEN MILES FROM THE ROOST (CHESWICK AND 
DETCHANT RESPECTIVELY). 
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grounds. At the near observetion s i t e a l l b i r d s from the 
l a s t departure stopped but few from the previous waves stopped 
to feed. On the 3 1 January a l l b i r d s i n the t h i r d departure 
wave stopped, I t was, however, a very cold day. Under such 
conditions i t i s possible t h a t a greater p r o p o r t i o n of b i r d s 
are l i k e l y to feed i n the near ranges before c o n t i n u i n g t o 
more d i s t a n t feeding grounds. 
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SECTION FOUR 
DISCUSSION 
The S t a r l i n g has a h i g h l y developed communal r o o s t i n g h a b i t and 
therefore provides an o p p o r t u n i t y to study the mechanics of s o c i a l 
r o o s t i n g . With one or two exceptions, the m a j o r i t y of previous 
i n f o r m a t i o n c o l l e c t e d on the r o o s t i n g behaviour of the S t a r l i n g has 
been of a very q u a l i t a t i v e nature. Before the more fundamental 
questions of the f u n c t i o n and s e l e c t i v e advantage of communal r o o s t i n g 
can be approached a sound knowledge of r o o s t i n g h a b i t s must be gained. 
This study has set out to c o l l e c t basic i n f o r m a t i o n on the r o o s t i n g 
behaviour of the S t a r l i n g . Because of the s i z e and catchment served 
by S t a r l i n g roosts, and the major problems of observation and sampling 
these pose f o r one research worker, emphasis has been placed on the 
mechanics o f r o o s t i n g . 
Although several people have speculated on the f u n c t i o n of the 
behaviour of S t a r l i n g s on a r r i v a l and e n t e r i n g t h e i r w i n t e r r o o s t s , l i t t l e 
of t h i s i s based on s y s t e m a t i c a l l y c o l l e c t e d i n f o r m a t i o n . For example, 
Symonds ( l 9 6 l ) believed t h a t the mode of r o o s t entry adopted by S t a r l i n g s 
was l a r g e l y dependent on the s i z e of the r o o s t and thus the need to 
adopt an ordered entry. During t h i s study the three methods of entry 
described by Symonds have been seen a t both l a r g e ( c o n t a i n i n g over 
100,000 b i r d s ) and small roosts ( c o n t a i n i n g under 1 ,000 b i r d s ) . 
The v a r i a t i o n observed i n the time a t which the f i r s t S t a r l i n g 
entered t h e i r roosts was c o r r e l a t e d mainly w i t h the time of year. 
Entry took place l a t e r , r e l a t i v e to c i v i l t w i l i g h t , d u r i n g the midwinter 
period. D i r e c t e n t r i e s took place e a r l i e r ( i n terms of time r e l a t i v e 
to c i v i l t w i l i g h t ) than preassembled e n t r i e s , but at a lower l i g h t 
i n t e n s i t y . This showed t h a t b i r d s e n t e r i n g d i r e c t were ' l a t e ' r e l a t i v e 
to the l i g h t i n t e n s i t y . When preassenbly occurred,Starlings entered 
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the roost l a t e r than on comparable evenings when no preasseubly 
occurred, but at a higher l i g h t i n t e n s i t y . Preassembly was, perhaps, 
b i r d s w a i t i n g f o r t h e i r l i g h t i n t e n s i t y t h r e s h o l d to be reached, 
although feeding d i d , on occasions, take place i n the preassembled f l o c k , 
i t d id not seem to c o n s t i t u t e a s i g n i f i c a n t intake of food and b i r d s 
u s u a l l y merely rested. S i m i l a r l y ±'eare, Dunnet and Patterson ( 1974 ) 
concluded t h a t pre-roost gatherings of Rooks (Corvus f r u g i l e g u s ) were 
not p r i m a r i l y to feed. 
The occurrence of preassembly i n the S t a r l i n g was c l o s e l y l i n k e d 
w i t h weather f a c t o r s and thus the l i g h t regime. On c l e a r evenings, 
when b i r d s a r r i v e d at the roo s t at high l i g h t i n t e n s i t i e s (although 
p o s s i b l y at a s i m i l a r time to a dark evening), they f i r s t f l e w d i r e c t 
to the r o o s t . I f no other b i r d s had entered, they then flew t o j o i n 
other f l o c k s nearby, or formed t h e i r own preassembly. The height at 
which f l o c k s f l e w over the roost was d i r e c t l y r e l a t e d to the l i g h t 
i n t e n s i t y ! the darker i t became, the lower b i r d s flew and also p o s s i b l y 
c i r c l e d the roost. I f f l o c k s a r r i v e d and some b i r d s had already 
entered the roost then they too entered. The noise emanating from an 
occupied roost seemed to be very important i n determining the behaviour 
of a r r i v i n g b i r d s . 
Preassembled b i r d s u s u a l l y formed large f l o c k s and perched e i t h e r 
on the tops of nearby trees or i n open f i e l d s . ivard and Zahavi (1973) 
suggested t h a t preassembly takes place to a d v e r t i s e the l o c a t i o n of 
roosts. This seems r a t h e r u n l i k e l y i n the S t a r l i n g , since on dark 
evenings, when no preassembly took place, S t a r l i n g s located the roost 
without d i f f i c u l t y . Loreover, the stepwise progression of f l o c k s 
along r e g u l a r f l i g h t l i n e s to the roost and the t r a d i t i o n a l nature of 
many roost s i t e s would seem to make advertisement unnecessary. "./ard 
and Zahavi ( 1 9 7 3 ) c i t e several cases where b i r d s took up conspiciious 
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p o s i t i o n s during preassembly; these p o s i t i o n s do, however, seem to be 
those which would o f f e r the best a l l round v i s i o n a.nd t h e r e f o r e were 
the safest i n terms of the e a r l y d e t e c t i o n end avoidance of predators. 
Furthermore, the e r r a t i c f l i g h t s of S t a r l i n g s over and near the roost 
could be forms of "protean defence" as described by Humphreys and 
Driver ( 1 9 6 7 ); Feare et a l . ( 1974) were of the opinion t h a t t h i s was 
so w i t h Rooks. Humphreys and D r i v e r ( 1970) p o i n t out t h a t these 
e r r a t i c f l i g h t s could be advantageous even i f no predators were 
apparently present, i f the predators used s u r p r i s e i n t h e i r a t t a c k s . 
One noticeable f a c t about the e r r a t i c f l i g h t s of S t a r l i n g s seen 
during t h i s study was t h e i r concentration near to the roost s i t e i t s e l f 
f r e q u e n t l y f l o c k s would pass back and f o r t h over the roost t r e e s . 
I n a s i t u a t i o n where b i r d s were present at the roost before some c r i t i c 
f a c t o r ( p o s s i b l y l i g h t i n t e n s i t y ) was at the c o r r e c t l e v e l to t r i g g e r 
entry, n a t u r a l v a r i a t i o n i n the response of b i r d s would be expected. 
. . i t h i n one f l o c k 3ome b i r d s would be ready to enter the r o o s t , w h i l s t 
others would not be so f o r several minutes. Given t h a t i n d i v i d u a l s 
would also be i n f l u e n c e d by the reactions of other b i r d s i n the f l o c k , 
i t i s not d i f f i c u l t to envisage a s i t u a t i o n i n which the c o n f l i c t 
between d i f f e r e n t groups of b i r d s w i t h i n a f l o c k would produce a 
p a t t e r n of e r r a t i c f l i g h t between roost and preassembled b i r d s . This 
was p r e c i s e l y the behaviour observed at roosts during t h i s study. 
The p a t t e r n of e n t r y i n t o the roost seemed l a r g e l y dependent on 
weather conditions and thus on whether preassembly had taken place. 
The t o t a l d u r a t i o n of e n t r y seemed to be i n f l u e n c e d more by the time of 
year; e n t r i e s i n the middle of the w i n t e r took less time, despite 
containing more b i r d s . The s i z e of e n t e r i n g f l o c k s was, however, very 
dependent on the occurrence of preassembly. On dark evenings b i r d s 
entered i n small f l o c k s as they a r r i v e d , forming en almost continuous 
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stream of e n t r i e s . I n c o n t r a s t , preassembled b i r d s , which have 
a r r i v e d e a r l y , entered i n large f l o c k s . 
During t h i s study of S t a r l i n g r o o s t s , s h i f t s i n ro o s t 
occupe,tion from deciduous to coniferous trees have been observed. 
S i m i l a r changes i n roost s i t e were noted by i-^arples (1934). On the 
basis of questionnaires, he showed th a t the m a j o r i t y of roosts occupied 
i n the autumn of 1932 were s i t u a t e d i n deciduous t r e e s , however, i n the 
winter months which f o l l o w e d roosts i n coniferous trees predominated 
(r/C^  = 12.55, p < 0.001, P u l l Hypothesis t h a t the p r o p o r t i o n of roosts 
located i n deciduous trees during the autumn and the w i n t e r were s i m i l a r ) , 
i-iarples suggested thc-t these chenges i n roost s i t e were prompted by 
the seeking of more s h e l t e r e d p o s i t i o n s . The s h i f t s i n occupation 
observed i n t h i s study did occur approximately at the time of l e a f 
f a l l and i t might have been t h a t , u n t i l t h i s time, deciduous t r e e s 
o f f e r e d b e t t e r i n s u l a t i o n than c o n i f e r s . This seems u n l i k e l y , since 
the gaps between Hawthorn (lO out of 12 autumn roosts) t r e e s i n roosts 
are u s u a l l y large. A l t e r n a t i v e l y , i t might have been because of 
t h e i r thorns and growth form, t h a t Hawthorns offended good p r o t e c t i o n 
against predators, at l e a s t as long as leaves were present. 
I n December 1970 and 1971, at the Larbton and Cheswick roosts 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , attempts were made to disperse the roosts. I n both 
years, a small r e d u c t i o n i n roost size was achieved but numbers soon 
recovered when scaring was abandoned. Both Elgy (l972) and 
Cameron-'iilson (1972) s t a t e t h a t , provided s c a r i n g s t a r t s w i t h i n one 
or two days of roost establishment, d i s p e r s a l i s f e a s i b l e . Once 
established, considerable e f f o r t and eicpense i s required to achieve 
s a t i s f a c t o r y r e s u l t s . This i s c e r t a i n l y borne out by attempts a t 
d i s r u p t i n g these two roosts. At the Cheswick roost, brashing of one 
section of the p l a n t a t i o n d i d deter S t a r l i n g s from using t h a t p a r t i c u l a r 
p a r t . The temperature regime and s h e l t e r e f f e c t of the wood would have 
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changed and the r e f o r e i n f l u e n c e d i t s s u i t a b i l i t y as a roost s i t e . 
I n the e a r l y autumn of a l l three years of observation several small 
roosts were found. I n the Durham area, i n October 1969, the three 
roosts, at Croxdale, Sherburn and '..'est i i a i n t o n , contained over 7,000 
b i r d s and i n a d d i t i o n a f u r t h e r two small roost l o c a t i o n s were known 
to e x i s t . Since f o u r o f the roosts were l a t e r abandoned i n favour of 
Croxdale, only p a r t of the increase at the l a t t e r was due t o the a r r i v a l 
of Continental b i r d s . S i m i l a r l y , f o r the other two years, at l e a s t 
p a r t of the r o o s t i n g p o p u l a t i o n , of the major w i n t e r r o o s t s , consisted 
of resident S t a r l i n g s which had previously been using- smaller l o c a l 
roosts. Besides the obvious s i m i l a r i t i e s i n the r a t e of b u i l d up of 
the Croxdale and Lambton roosts i n 1969 and 1971 r e s p e c t i v e l y , t h e i r 
u l t i m a t e sizes were of a very s i m i l a r magnitude. I n 1970 the b u i l d 
up at Lambton was f a r slower and only reached approximately h a l f the size 
of the major w i n t e r roosts i n the other two years. ITone of these roosts 
conformed to the p a t t e r n s , of s t a b l e numbers or of a l a t e summer peak, 
found by Potts (1967) at eight urban roosts. I t might w e l l be t h a t 
urban roosts do not normally c o n t a i n Continental b i r d s (as lias been 
demonstrated f o r the London r o o s t s ) . 
Symonds (1965) gives graphs of the b u i l d up anc. evacuation of a 
country roost at Velpham, bussex, f o r the w i n t e r s 1961-62, 1962-63 and 
1963-64. A s i m i l a r p a t t e r n of b u i l d up and evacuation has been found 
during t h i s study but the peri o d over which t h i s change i n roost size 
occurred was very d i f f e r e n t ; the roost i n Sussex was occupied f o r a 
f a r s h o r t e r p e r i o d . Samples of S t a r l i n g s shot i n the evenings at the 
Cheswick roost (a random sample of the r o o s t i n g population) showed 
b i r d s of both . . B r i t i s h end Continental o r i g i n to be present i n 
approximately equal numbers. Although i t was not possible t o demonstrate 
any weight d i f f e r e n c e s between B r i t i s h and Continental S t a r l i n g s of the 
same age and sex, the sex r a t i o of the two groups were very d i f f e r e n t . 
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The sample of adult B r i t i s h M r u a shot between uiiu January and raid 
Karch contained 84/ males, but declined to 56>/ between mid llarch and 
mid A p r i l , presumably as males took up breeding t e r r i t o r i e s . The 
sample of a d u l t Continental S t a r l i n g s , however, contained 64'- males 
and d i d not change s i g n i f i c a n t l y i n the three months. Although i t i s 
possible t h a t the d i f f e r e n t i a l m o r t a l i t y between the sexes might be 
d i f f e r e n t f o r the two groups, i t seems more l i k e l y t h a t a d i f f e r e n t i a l 
m i g r a t i o n of the sexes, as found i n Blackbirds (Drost 1935» 
Krueger 1940), accounts f o r these d i f f e r e n c e s . S i m i l a r l y , the almost 
equal sex r a t i o i n j u v e n i l e Continental b i r d s (49S males), as compared 
w i t h 76/';' males i n the B r i t i s h j u v e n i l e s , could be produced i n the same 
way. 
A r e l a t i o n s h i p between roost size and the number of days i t takes 
a roost to b u i l d up or evacuate was found by Symonds ( l 9 6 l , 1965). 
The number of days taken t o evacuate the major wi n t e r roosts i n the 
three w i n t e r s of t h i s study were 20, 41 and 30 days r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
According to h i s r e l a t i o n s h i p values of 14, 10 and 12 days would have 
been p r e d i c t e d . There seems to be no reason to believe t h a t the 
r e l a t i o n s h i p i s of general a p p l i c a t i o n . Symonds derived h i s 
r e l a t i o n s h i p from counts a t several roosts during one w i n t e r . The r a t e 
of b u i l d up of major w i n t e r roosts probably depends on several f a c t o r s , 
'-"•actors such as; the p e r i o d of time over which autumn l e a f f a l l occurs 
and temporary roosts i n deciduous trees are abandoned;and the t i m i n g 
and d u r a t i o n of the a r r i v a l of Continental migrants, may be important. 
Because of seasonal and r e g i o n a l v a r i a t i o n i n c l i m a t e , i t i s u n l i k e l y 
t h a t the r a t e of b u i l d up of roosts w i l l be consistent from area to 
area or from year to year. 
L i t t l e published i n f o r m a t i o n e x i s t s on the behaviour of S t a r l i n g s 
w i t h i n t h e i r r o o s t s . Wynne-Edwards (1962) s t a t e s (on the basis of one 
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al b i n o bird, observed by "jagnall-Oal^Ley (1959/) t h a t i n d i v i d u a l o t a r l i n g s 
use the same perches each evening; t h i s d i d not seem to be borne out by 
the l i m i t e d observations made i n t h i s study. The a c t u a l p o s i t i o n of 
the roost o f t e n v a r i e d from evening to evening and f r e q u e n t l y whole 
t r e e s , as w e l l as perches, were not occupied on consecutive n i g h t s , 
kovement w i t h i n a roost wood could have been due to changes i n weather 
c o n d i t i o n s , such as wind d i r e c t i o n , which i n t u r n changed the most 
sheltered p o s i t i o n w i t h i n the wood. I t was not f e a s i b l e to t e s t t h i s 
p o s s i b i l i t y . The d i s t r i b u t i o n of S t a r l i n g s , w i t h i n each t r e e and 
w i t h i n the roost s i t e as a whole, changed as the b i r d s s e t t l e d to 
sleep. Starling's came clos e r together, moved towards the centre of 
trees and reduced the o v e r a l l number of trees which they occupied. The 
f a c t t h a t b i r d s d i d not spread out more than was necessary could be 
taken to i n d i c a t e t h a t g r e a t e r spreading of b i r d s would have l e d to 
increased prec.ation or energy l o s s . 
The sequence of behaviour noted p r i o r to sleeping, or a f t e r 
awakening, showed no s p e c i a l features r e l a t e d t o s o c i a l r o o s t i n g and 
was s i m i l a r to th a t expected f o r a s o l i t a r i l y r o o s t i n g species. Spectral 
analysis of tape recordings of the noise created morning and evening 
c o n f i n e d the observation t h a t sowe b i r d s were s i n g i n g . This s i n g i n g , 
c a r r i e d out by ad u l t males morning and evening, appeared to have no 
f u n c t i o n , since t e r r i t o r i a l establishment and defence took place away 
from the roost. A f l i g h t c a l l of low frequency, was given e a r l y i n 
the evening as f l o c k s entered the roost. Kuch of the noise produced 
at S t a r l i n g roosts was merely b i c k e r i n g between b i r d s . Thi3 
c h a t t e r i n g and b i c k e r i n g continued, at a very reduced l e v e l , throughout 
the n i g h t , from which i t can be concluded t h a t some b i r d s were 
s u f i ' i c i e n t l y aware of danger to a l e r t t h e i r neighbours. 
Both Eastwood (l962) and Charman (unpublished) noted t h a t noise 
always stopped being produced, by b i r d s w i t h i n the roost, when each 
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departure wave l e f t the r o o s t . This lias again been observed i n the 
present study, but the reason i s s t i l l not f u l l y apparent. The numbers 
of b i r d s awake an; c a l l i n g would, of course, be g r e a t l y reduced when a 
departure wave occurred. However, many awake b i r d s remained and the 
noise r a p i d l y increased, such t h a t t h i s could not be explained s o l e l y 
by new b i r d s waking and c a l l i n g . S t a r l i n g s already awake, c a l l i n g and 
s i n g i n g , but not destined to le.°ve •.rith the next departure wave, must 
have stopped vocalising- and then r e s t a r t e d . 
I t lias long- been known t h a t b t a r l i n g s leave t h e i r communal roosts 
i n d i s c r e t e groups or departure waves (Wynne-Edwards 1 9 2 9 ) . S i m i l a r 
behaviour has been noted at l a r g e ''uelea (Puelea quelea) roosts 
(l..ard 1 9 6 5 ) . These clumps of b i r d s , so to speak, could be i n t e r p r e t e d 
i n the same way as Krebs ( 1974) has i n t e r p r e t e d the clumped d i s p e r s a l 
of herons from t h e i r breeding c o l o n i e s ; namely thr,t they represent 
b i r d s f o l l o w i n g others to feeding grounds. They could, however, 
be i n t e r p r e t e d i n q u i t e a d i f f e r e n t way. l l i t h i n a p o p u l a t i o n of 
S t a r l i n g s responding to a simple l i g h t i n t e n s i t y or time t r i g g e r , one 
would expect there t o be n a t u r a l v a r i a t i o n i n the p o p u l a t i o n and there 
to be a range of l i g h t , or time, over which they would respond. I f 
onto t h i s p a t t e r n one imposed a response to b i r d density, as one might 
expect i n a species t h a t f l o c k e d , such t h a t b i r d s already passed t h e i r 
t hreshold would delay departure u n t i l other " j i r d s we e w i l l i n g to leave. 
Yet other b i r d s , not y e t at t h e i r threshold would go before reaching 
t h e i r t h r e s h o l d , i f others vie re already going. An o s c i l l a t i n g 
departure p a t t e r n would r e s u l t . At present i n s u f f i c i e n t i n f o r m a t i o n i s 
a v a i l a b l e to t e s t t h i s hypothesis. However, the f a c t t h a t b i r d s r e t u r n 
to the r o o s t from the t a i l end of some departure waves, would suggest 
tha t they are not ready to depart. The observation t h a t these b i r d s 
then form the beginning of the next departure wave, would also support 
the l a t t e r , r a t h e r than the former, explanation. 
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Krebs ( 1974) found t h a t neighbouring herons were more l i k e l y to 
leave the colony together f o r the feeding grounds. S i m i l a r l y , i t 
lias been found t h a t those S t a r l i n g s which disperse r a d i a l l y w i t h i n the 
roost and occupied the outer t r e e s u s u a l l y l e f t together. These, 
however, are not n e c e s s a r i l y adjacent r o o s t i n ; b i r d s ; i n f a c t the 
presence of b i r d s s t i l l asleep throughout the roost suggests t h a t they 
are probably not neighbours. Loreover, i n d i v i d u a l f l o c k s e n t e r i n g 
the roost at n i g h t do not appear to occupy one area of the roost but 
spread themselves out amongst other b i r d s . 
Eastwood, I s t e d and Rider ( 1 9 6 2 ) attempted, w i t h l i t t l e success, 
to c o r r e l a t e the time the f i r s t departure wave l e f t several Starling-
r o osts w i t h cloudcover. Cloudcover i s , however, a poor index of 
l i g h t c o n d i t i o n s , since equal amounts of d i f f e r e n t types of cloud can 
give t o t a l l y d i f , ; erent l i g h t regimes. I n t h i s study, the use of 
m u l t i p l e regression techniques and a more r e a l i s t i c r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of 
the l i g h t regime has enabled 62 . 3 / - of the v a r i a t i o n , i n time of f i r s t 
departure, to be explained i n terms of environmental f a c t o r s , 
jynne-Edwards' ( 1962 ) analysis of S t a r l i n g roost departures were based 
on measurements made some miles from the roost and, on these grounds, 
h i s conclusions r e l a t e d to the f a c t o r s i n f l u e n c i n g departure do not 
seem to be j u s t i f i e d . Towards midwinter the time of departure becomes 
e a r l i e r r e l a t i v e to c i v i l t w i l i g h t , t h i s may, i n p a r t , be an attempt to 
compensate f o r the s h o r t e r daylength. Hamilton and G i l b e r t ( 1969) 
assumed t h i s would be so but, i n f a c t , found the reverse at a S t a r l i n g 
roost i n C a l i f o r n i a and suggested t h a t t h i s could be f o r three 
reasons. ( l ) Feeding e f f o r t e a r l i e r i n the w i n t e r could be successful 
i n i n c r e a s i n g f a t reserves and t h e r e f o r e reduce subsequent energy 
requirements. ( 2 ) Food could become i n c r e a s i n g l y a v a i l a b l e . 
( 3 ) Experience i n feeding i n an area p e r m i t t e d the requirement to be 
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obtained more r a p i d l y . Their r e s u l t s seem to be the exception, since 
most other species studied do emerge from t h e i r r o osts e a r l i e r when 
daylength i s a t i t s shortest (e. r/. Dunnettand Hinde 1 9 5 3 ) . 
Certain weather f a c t o r s also had an i n f l u e n c e on departure time, 
probably e i t h e r by increasing overnight energy consumption or reducing 
food a v a i l a b i l i t y and thus n e c e s s i t a t i n g a longer time i n which t o 
c o l l e c t s u f f i c i e n t food. S i m i l a r l y , Kuroda ( l 9 6 l ) found t h a t r i s i n g -
ambient temperature was c o r r e l a t e d w i t h e a r l y r o o s t entry i n the Grey 
S t a r l i n g (s. c i n e r e u s ) . 
The number of departures, t h e i r size and spacing, v a r i e d from day 
to day and the major f a c t o r which i n f l u e n c e d t h i s v a r i a t i o n appeared to 
be daylength. During the midwinter months departures were fewer and 
wwi'ia^ . on average s h o r t e r , i n d i c a t i n g that the behaviour was wore c l o s e l y 
synchronised. Since the sun r i s e s at a g r e a t e r angle to the horizon 
( i . e . nearer t o the v e r t i c a l ) as the winter s o l s t i c e approaches, l i g h t 
i n t e n s i t y w i l l change more r a p i d l y at t h i s time of year. The time over 
which c r i t i c a l changes i n l i g h t i n t e n s i t y occurred would be shorter and 
therefore the departure more synchronous. 
From a comparison of the samples of b i r d s shot from the l a t e 
morning departures and a random sample from the whole roost, i t was not 
possible to detect any general d i f f e r e n c e s . The l a r g e r d i s p e r s a l of 
a d u l t male B r i t i s h b i r d s i n the e a r l y departures i n the l a s t month can 
be adequately explained i n terms of breeding behaviour. 
Boyd ( 1 9 3 2 ) suggested that those S t a r l i n g s which l e f t the r o o s t 
e a r l y f l e w t o the more d i s t a n t feeding ranges, but he gave no evidence 
f o r t h i s b e l i e f . The l i m i t e d data c o l l e c t e d i n t h i s study d i d suggest 
t h a t a grea t e r p r o p o r t i o n of e a r l y departures stopped at feeding ranges 
f u r t h e r from the r o o s t when compared'with cl o s e r ranges. The r e s u l t s 
are, however, f a r from conclusive. Hamilton and G i l b e r t ( 1 9 6 9 ) 
present data to show t h a t i n - t r a n s i t stops are longer on overcast days. 
S i m i l a r i t y i n the range of time over which S t e r l i n g s a r r i v e d at d i f f e r e n t 
distances i r o n the roost d i d not suggest departure waves flew d i f f e r e n t 
distances. 
I t can be seen from the above discussion t h a t t h i s study has f i l l e d 
some of the gaps i n our knowledge of the r o o s t i n g behaviour of the 
S t a r l i n g . 
The answer to the question "".That i s the f u n c t i o n of communal 
roosting?" i s n e i t h e r simple nor c e r t a i n . Several authors have expressed 
t h e i r views on the adaptive s i g n i f i c a n c e of t h i s form of s o c i a l behaviour 
and these w i l l now be discussed, i n the l i g h t of i n f o r m a t i o n gained 
during t h i s study. 
The choice of roost s i t e and the grouping together of b i r d s could 
serve t o reduce heat loss and i s undoubtedl;' an important f a c t o r i n some 
species. I-'or exanple, the groups of TJrens and Tyee Creepers (both small 
species w i t h high BUTface to volume r a t i o s ) found c l u s t e r i n g together i n 
holes and crevices during cold weather appear to be an adaptation to 
conserve energy and maintain bod;^ temperature. I n the Starling-, 
although b i r d s c l u s t e r together l i n e a r l y along perches, the d i s p e r s i o n 
of perches themselves means t h a t the large distances between b i r d s , i n 
the other two planes, w i l l negate any e f f e c t c l u s t e r i n g w i l l have on the 
ambient temperature of the r o o s t . Under calm c o n d i t i o n s the 103S of 
heat v e r t i c a l l y , and i n windy conditions h o r i z o n t a l l y , would be 
considerable. Moreover, energy savings would have to be considerable 
when weighed against the a d d i t i o n a l expenditure of f l y i n g 30 kilometres 
or more to and from the r o o s t . S i m i l a r l y , l peare et a l . ( 1974) p o i n t 
out t h a t the d i s p e r s i o n of Hooks w i t h i n t h e i r roosts makes i t u n l i k e l y 
thf.t the;1 conjiegate f o r vrarmth. This, of course, does not ntan t h a t 
the roost s i t e i t s e l f i s not chosen on the basis of the s h e l t e r from the 
weather th..t i t o f f e r s . Xalambach ( 1 9 3 5 ) , .owan ( 1938 ) and L e l v i n g t (196 
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r i g h t l y considered te;..pcrrture to bo en ii.ipoi-ti.nt f a c t o r determining 
the precise l o c a t i o n of w i n t e r r o o s t s . Many apparently s u i t a b l e 
roost s i t e s are not used by S t a r l i n g s and b i r d s f l y many miles to reach 
others which, to the human eye, are no d i f f e r e n t . However, i n view 
of the occurrence of communal r o o s t i n g i n some t r o p i c a l species 
(vfard 1965, j'ogden 1970) and of S t a r l i n g s i n the l a t e summer and e a r l y 
autumn i t seems u n l i k e l y t h a t energy conservation i s the major s e l e c t i v e 
advantage responsible f o r the widesj^read phenomenon of s o c i a l r o o s t i n g . 
I t has long been r e a l i s e d that f l o c k i n g can increase the awareness 
of danger and reduce the i n d i v i d u a l s r i s k of predation. I f , however, 
the aggregation i s f i x e d i n space f o r any l e n g t h o:l time some of the 
a n t i - p r e d a t o r advantages of clumping r.re l o s t . ::ven when a clump of 
prey have been located by a predator i t i s s t i l l advantageous to remain 
i n a group. H e i l l and Cullen (1974) have shown t h a t the "capture time" 
of prey items by Pike (ijssox l u v i u s ) was greater when the prey were i n 
groups, they a t t r i b u t e t h i s to confusion on the p a r t of the predator. 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y , f e a r of c o l l i s i o n (Tinbergen 1951) or the p r o v i s i o n of 
cover by the group (Williams 1965, Hamilton 197l) could have been 
responsible. S t a r l i n g roosts are used f o r considerable lengths of time 
without s h i f t i n g s i t e ; predators w i l l always know the l o c a t i o n of a 
food source. Some have suggested, f o r t h i s reason, t h a t roosts a t t r a c t 
predators. Iiarples (l934) quotes a case, of an estate i n Devon, where 
Sparrow Hawks ( A c c i p i t e r nisus) had p r e v i o u s l y been exterminated by 
keepers, but where a f u r t h e r 11 were shot i n 25 days a f t e r a S t a r l i n g 
roost was e s t a b l i s h e d . v.'ard and Zahavi (1973) c o r r e c t l y p o i n t out the 
s t r i k i n g a n t i - p r e d a t o r adaptations seen at roosts. They emphasise, 
however, t h a t t h i s does not i n d i c a t e t h a t the main f u n c t i o n of s o c i a l 
r o o s t i n g i s to reduce predation since s o l i t a r y species o f t e n show 
s i m i l a r adaptations. 
I t has been suggested, by VJyime-Ldwards (1962), t h a t communal 
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r o o s t i n g performs c e r t a i n s o c i a l f u n c t i o n s which have s e l e c t i o n value. 
He believed t h a t much of the behaviour of S t a r l i n g s at t h e i r roosts 
functioned as a form of e p i d e i c t i c d i s p l a y . Kost of the f a c t s upon 
which t h i s hypothesis i s based do, however, have a l t e r n a t i v e , f a r simpler 
explanations. The occurrence of preassemblies and d i f f e r e n t modes of 
ent r y seem mainly to be a f u n c t i o n of the l i g h t regime. The a n c e s t r a l 
nature of uany roos t s , f a r from being a d e f i n i t e i n d i c a t o r of s o c i a l 
f u n c t i o n i n r o o s t i n g , i s a type of conservatism common i n many animal 
populations. A e r i a l displays near t o the roost s i t e could, be of a n t i -
predator f u n c t i o n , or merely a product of n a t u r a l v a r i a t i o n i n the 
response to c r i t i c a l f a c t o r s . S i m i l a r l y , the morning d i s p e r s a l waves, 
emanating from roosts could r e s u l t from the i n t e r a c t i n g influences of 
l i g h t i n t e n s i t y and b i r d density. 
Lack ( 1968 ) has suggested t h a t s o c i a l i t y i n b i r d s has evolved as 
a s t r a t e g y f o r e x p l o i t i n g food resources. The grazing ungulate s of 
the A f r i c a n p l a i n s , whose food tends t o be unpredictable and p a t c h i l y 
d i s t r i b u t e d , aggregate i n large herds. Browsing species, whose food 
tends t o be stable and u n i f o r m l y s c a t t e r e d , l i v e i n small groups or 
p a i r s (jarman 1 9 7 4 ) . I n a d d i t i o n , two c l o s e l y r e l a t e d species of 
monkey (Colobus badius and C. guereza ) have been shown to have d i f f e r i n g 
s o c i a l organisations,which agair r e f l e c t the s p a t i a l and temporal 
nature of the food supplies they u t i l i s e ( d l u t t o n - 3 r o c k 1 9 7 4 ; . The 
general c o r r e l a t i o n between f l o c k f e e ding, on a p a t c h i l y d i s t r i b u t e d 
food supply, and s o c i a l rocs t i n g has l e d t o the b e l i e f t h a t communal 
r o o s t i n g has also developed to enhance the e f f i c i e n t e x p l o i t a t i o n of 
food. This, of course, requires the r o o s t i n g aggregation t o have a 
p o s i t i v e i n f l u e n c e on food f i n d i n g . '.;ard and Zahavi ( 1973 ) have 
suggested a method by which c e r t a i n gatherings of animals could operate 
as i n f o r m a t i o n centres. They be l i e v e t h a t i n d i v i d u a l s t h a t have been un-
successful i n searching f o r food f o l l o w successful i n d i v i d u a l s out of 
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the colony or roost on f o r a g i n g t r i p s . T h e i r i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
f u n c t i o n of a e r i a l d i s p l a y s and preassembly at roosts i s open to question. 
The method of morning d i s p e r s a l of roosts i n the S t a r l i n g , and several 
other species, does, however, o f f e r the o p p o r t u n i t y and mechanism by 
which i n f o r m a t i o n on food d i s t r i b u t i o n and abundance, w i t h i n a roost 
catchment, could be achieved. The f a c t t h a t t h i s study could not 
detect any d i f f e r e n c e s i n weight between e a r l y or l a t e departures 
cannot be taken as evidence against the operation of the i n f o r m a t i o n 
centre hypothesis since sampling and comparison was d i f f i c u l t . 
S i m i l a r l y , the s i n g l e occurrence of r e d i r e c t i o n during these observations 
i s , perhaps, less than one might have expected i f t h i s was a major 
f u n c t i o n of communal r o o s t i n g . r.ll three w i n t e r s of the study were 
mil d and i t might w e l l have been that snorcover and f r o s t y c o n d i t i o n s 
were not s u f f i c i e n t l y severe, or prolonged, to l i m i t food a v a i l a b i l i t y . 
Keasurements, s i m i l a r t o those of t h i s study, made over a p e r i o d of 
several days cold weather may be a l l t h a t i s needed t o demonstrate the 
di f f e r e n c e s i n weight, and changes i n d i r e c t i o n of d i s p e r s i o n , required 
as evidence i n support o f ward and Zahavi's hypothesis. 
The adjustment of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of S t a r l i n g s , i n r e l a t i o n t o 
changes i n food abundance, could occur not only w i t h i n each roost 
catchment but also between d i f f e r e n t roosts. Ward and Zahavi do not 
propose a method by which i n f o r m a t i o n on food could be exchanged other 
than on a s i n g l e roost catchment basis; n e i t h e r has t h i s study thrown 
any l i g h t on the way t h i s might be achieved. I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o 
note, however, t h a t radar f i l m s have revealed migrant S t a r l i n g s r e t u r n i n g 
to the Continent d i r e c t from roosts (Eastwood 1962). These m i g r a t i o n a l 
departures took the form of a se r i e s of departure waves l e a v i n g the roost 
i n one d i r e c t i o n . Cold weather movements might w e l l also take place 
d i r e c t from the roost i t s e l f J however the basis on which the decision 
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on the t i m i n g and d i r e c t i o n i n which tu iuuve Lo new feeding ^rounds i s 
unknown. 
I t i s now possible to p o i n t out f o u r major areas which warrant 
f u r t h e r i n v e s t i g a t i o n . 
A l o g i c a l consequence of the " i n f o r m a t i o n centre" hypothesis i s 
t h a t b i r d s that leave roosts e a r l y should be heavier than those which 
f o l l o w them. The comparison of weights i n t h i s study was r a t h e r 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y . VJith more time and e f f o r t , i t should be possible to 
make a b e t t e r comparison and to develop methods of o b t a i n i n g large 
samples from e a r l y and l a t e sections of i n d i v i d u a l departure waves. 
I n order to discover more about any d i f f e r e n t i a l d i s p e r s i o n of 
departure waves i t would be necessary to carry out simultaneous 
observations at several ranges from the roost focus. Moreover, such 
monit o r i n g would enable the e f f e c t of changing d i s t r i b u t i o n of food 
(both n a t u r a l and a r t i f i c i a l ) t o be r e l a t e d to any changes which might 
occur i n the departure p a t t e r n . 
Because of the nature of most r u r a l roosts, i t i s not f e a s i b l e to 
study behaviour w i t h i n the r o o s t . Urban roosts i n which S t a r l i n g s 
perch l i n e a r l y along ledges would, however, seem to o f f e r a good 
op p o r t u n i t y to examine i n d e t a i l the i n t e r a c t i o n s between b i r d s and 
changes i n t h e i r behaviour. I f the roost chosen was s u f f i c i e n t l y small, 
or i f a group could be established i n a large a v i a r y , i t would be 
f e a s i b l e to mark and watch known b i r d s w i t h i n a r o o s t . 
Shooting or t r a p p i n g S t a r l i n g s at a v a r i e t y of roosts and 
c l a s s i f y i n g the samples on the basis of age, sex and o r i g i n would give 
a great deal of i n f o r m a t i o n on the d i s t r i b u t i o n of Continental S t a r l i n g s 
i n Great B r i t a i n . I t i s not known whether Continentals form t h e i r own 
roosts at a l l or i f there i s a general mixing w i t h the resident 
p o p u l a t i o n . I t appears t h a t urban roosts may be composed s o l e l y of 
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r e s i d e n t s . C o l l e c t i o n of samples from several s i t e s could q u i c k l y 
confirm, or r e j e c t , t h i s p o s s i b i l i t y . 
The knov.Tledge gained during t h i s study has been examined i n 
r e l a t i o n t o ;ard and Zahavi's " i n f o r m a t i o n centre" hypothesis of 
communal roost f u n c t i o n . Several areas e x i s t i n which t h e i r 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of f a c t s seems to be suspect and a l t e r n a t i v e explanations 
appear more l i k e l y . These p o i n t s are, however, minor and do not 
c o n t r a d i c t t h e i r main theme. The r e s u l t s of t h i s study, although not 
of p o s i t i v e support, do not lend any weight to the r e j e c t i o n of t h e i r 
hypothesis. 
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APPENDIX I 
Range changing equipment f o r l i g h t i n t e n s i t y measurement 
I n order to reduce the number of tasks r e q u i r e d of the observer 
an automatic l i g h t monitoring system was developed. This consisted 
b a s i c a l l y of a 24 v o l t , two channel (one channel used f o r l i g h t 
i n t e n s i t y , one f o r noise l e v e l ) , Rustrack chart recorder (maximum scale 
d e f l e c t i o n 8.4mV.) and the l i g h t s e n s i t i v e head of an Eel Photometer. 
The range over which i t was necessary to make measurements of l i g h t 
i n t e n s i t y and the s e n s i t i v i t y r e q u i r e d necessitated the c o n s t r u c t i o n 
of a complex t r i p l e scale r e l a y system. I t was e s s e n t i a l t h a t t h i s 
r e l a y system would operate i n both d i r e c t i o n s such t h a t i n c r e a s i n g or 
decreasing l i g h t i n t e n s i t i e s could be recorded. The diagram o v e r l e a f 
shows i n d e t a i l the scale changing r e l a y c i r c u i t r y . 
The most s e n s i t i v e scale recorded, v i a R^ , the p o t e n t i a l 
d i f f e r e n c e across the photometer head. As l i g h t i n t e n s i t y increased 
a photo-conductor a c t i v a t e d the range r e l a y , b r i n g i n g the shunt 
r e s i s t o r (R2) i n t o the c i r c u i t . This made the recorder less 
s e n s i t i v e . Further increases i n l i g h t i n t e n s i t y a c t i v a t e d an a d d i -
t i o n a l range r e l a y through a f u r t h e r photo-conductor and brought shunt 
r e s i s t o r R^  i n t o the c i r c u i t making the recorder even less s e n s i t i v e . 
Adjustment of r e s i s t o r s R^ , R^  and R^  enabled each i n d i v i d u a l scale 
s e n s i t i v i t y to be v a r i e d and i n each case Rg set the l i g h t l e v e l a t 
which each r e l a y would operate. 
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APPENDIX I (Contd. ) 
THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE AUTOMATIC RANGE CHANGING 
EQUIPMENT DEVELOPED TO RECORD LIGHT INTENSITY 
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APPENDIX I I 
The microphone/amplifier equipment f o r noise l e v e l r e c o r d i n g 
V/ith the second channel of the Rustrack chart recorder i t was 
intended to monitor noise l e v e l s . The s i g n a l from a dynamic 
microphone was converted t o g i v e a 0-1mA. D.C. s i g n a l by means of a 
b a t t e r y operated audio a m p l i f i e r . The diagram overleaf shows i n 
d e t a i l the c i r c u i t r y used. Unfortu n a t e l y the system developed was 
not s u f f i c i e n t l y s e n s i t i v e t o detect the noise produced a t the 
S t a r l i n g roosts studied. More s e n s i t i v e equipment would have been 
expensive to produce. 
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Appendix I I (Contd.) 
THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE MICROPHONE/AMPLIFIER 
EQUIPMENT DEVELOPED TO RECORD NOISE LEVEL 
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